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Mostly Fair,
Colder Tonight
And Saturday

Three-Nation
Force Patrols
Cyprus Areas
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SPEED ON THE WING . . . A bushytailed squirrel , proffered nuts by Lawrence
Cryan, 3, in New York' s Central Park , is
shut out from the goodies by a swooping

pigeon. /Warming weather brought out many
children in their Christmas togs. (AP Photofax)

By ALEX EFTY
NICOSIA , Cyprus (AP) - A
three-nation force under BritiS.
command began patrolling the
streets of Nicosia today in an
effort to restore peace between the warring Greek and
Turkish Cypriot communities.
Only occasional shots disturbed a cease-fire on the seventh day since the outbreak of
communal strife in the capital
of Cyprus.
The government of Archbishop Makarios, Greek Cypriot
president , appealed for public
cooperation with the joint GreekTurkish-British patrols "so that
the task of the forces in assisting in restoration of law and order may be more effectively
achieved. "

The latest eruption of fi ghting
in the long antagonism between
the Mediterranean i s 1 a n d' s
Greek majority and Turkish minority aroused growing international concern.
Cyprus asked for a meeting
of the U.N. Security Council ,
charging Turkey with aggression and use of force. Turkey
denied the charges.
Britain ordered 1,000 infantryna s e n a t o r as the party 's! men flown to Cyprus to rein"strongest candidate '' against ; force the 10,0O0-man British
Kennedy. His fi gure in the sec- j garrison , who are mostly Royal
I Air Force personnel untrained
ond poll -was 44.2 per cent.
Nixon , vice president under ; for street fighting.
President Eisenhower , showed j
the greatest gains and ran sec- ! From his ranch in Texas ,
President Johnson appealed to
ond to Goldwater.
j Cypriots to make any sacrifice
Henry Cabot Lodge, arnbas- i
to end ' 'this terrible fr aternal
sador to South Viet Nam
barely mentioned in the October strife. " He also promised "to
poll—was third , finishing ahead : support any and all actions" by
of New York's Gov. Nelson A.! Britain , Greece and Turkey to
Rockefeller , o n l y announced |achieve peace.
candidate for the nomination. I The conflict also caused deep
concern at the headquarters ol
Those queried included some the North Atlantic Treaty Ormembers of the national com- ganization in Paris. Both Turmittee and city and town lead- key and Greece are NATO
ers. Two questions were pre- members . An open breach besented '.
tween them over Cyprus would
¦1. "On the basis of present weaken the alliance 's eastern
conditions, in light of the death flank. NATO's permanent counof President Kennedy, whom do cil met Christmas to consider
you consider the strongest can- the crisis.

Nixon Stock Zooms
Since Assassination

By RELMAN MORIN
A'.P. Special Correspondent
Richard M. Nixon 's 1954 presidential stock has skyrocketed
s i n c e President Kennedy's
death while Sen. Barry Goldwater ' s has fallen sharply, a second poll of Republican county
chairmen indicates today.
But Goldwater again ' led all
potential nominees.
The poll , taken by Associated

Press correspondents in .all 50
states, brought replies from
1,361 GOP leaders, a majority
of whom also participated in a
poU in October.

Although still in front, Goldwater 's vote was only about
half the spectacular total he
rolled up in the AP's October
poll. Then , 85.1 per cent of those
participating named the Arizo-

New Iron Range
Near Hutchinson

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Minnesota may possess a heretofore undiscovered iron range in
the central part of the state
near Hutchinson and just 60
miles west of the Twin Cities ,
Magnetic tests show a Ushaped formation , known in geological terms as an anomaly, at
the north edge of Hutchinson ,
Paul K. Sims, director of the
Minnesota Geological Survey,
told a news conference Thursday .
The possible iron • bearing
formation extends northward
from McLeod County into Meeker County for some three miles,
with widt h of the anomaly varying from one to two miles.
Si mm * said the magnetic anomaly h a s gone undiscovered
previously because it is deeply
buried under some 400 to 500
feet of shale and sandstone deposits and glacial drift .
The area is about 100 miles
south of the Cuyuna iron range ,
which produces from 50 to 55
per cent iron. Prof. Sims said it
is possible that if the McLeod
County anomaly is an iron formation , the ore may be the
same type as the Cuyuna ore.
A new iron range would have
significant imp lications for the
future , since Minnesota 's northern r a n g e s are pretty well
worked out of high grade ore.
The emphasis there is now on
taconite plants , which process
low grade ore into small pellets.

neered development of taconite ,
said Thursday night he couldn 't
get excited about a possible new
iron ore range in central Minnesota until he saw results of test
drilling.
He added , "If this is ore such
as is mined in open pits and
underground operations on the
iron range, and is only about 50
to 55 per cent iron content , it
would not be worth mining at
this time. "
Dr. Davis, professor emeritus
at the . University of Minnesota ,
said the magnetic find in McLeod County probably is taconite ( low grade) ore. He said it
is one of perhaps as many as
100 anomalies found all the way
to the Dakotas border.
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I Editor ' s Note: An October poll of the Republican
county leaders showed Barry X ioldwaier was their
overwhelming
choice
f or
next
year 's
presidential
n omination. Now a second
poll by The Associated Press
shows
these
Republicans
have sharply revised their
thinking
since
President
Kennedy 's death . )

didate for the Republican nomination '1"
2. "Whom do you think the
|party will nominate? "
| Results of the two surveys
i were :
Dec. Oct.
No. participating
1,361 1,404
"Strongest candidate "
Goldwater 601 1,1M
Nixon —
279
44
! Lodge —
113
Rockefeller 101
56
Dec. Oct.
"Most likely nominee "
Goldwater
44fi 901
Nixon
2fifi
72
Lodge
88
—
_1
Rockefeller
65
Gov. William W. Scranton of

In addition to the British
troops, there are 950 Greek soldiers and 650 Turkish troops on
the island under the i960 treaty
granting Cyprus independence
from Britain.
Since a Christmas Eve ceasefire , the fighting has simmered
down to infrequent bursts of
shooting.
Turkey and Greece became
directly involved in the dispute
when their troops, stationed at
adjoining camps outside of Nicosia, moved into the capital
Christmas Day. The Greeks said
they took up positions in the
Greek quarter after Turkish
troops went into the Turkish
quarter.
Fighting began when a Greek
Cypriot p o l i c e patrol halted
some Turkish Cypriots. Each
side accused the other of firing
first.

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Mostly (air but with a few brief
period s of cloudiness tonight
and Saturday. Cooler tonight
Although 80 per cent of the
with low of 2 below to 5 above.
Cyprus population is of Greek
High Saturday 15. Continued
origin , the island is only 40
cold with no precipitation Sunmiles off Turkey, which has
day.
a long claim on it,
The current trouble stems
LOCAL IVEATHEI.
from Makarios ' recent proposOfficial observations for the
als to change the Cyprus consti24 hours at 12 m. today :
tution to stri p the Turkish comMaximum, 32; minimum , 11; (Continued on Page 5, Col . 4) munity of its veto rights on legnoon , 11; precipitation , trace.
NIXON
islation.

By FRANCES LEW1NE
JOHNSTON CITY,; Tex. (AP )
—President Johnson is planning
to blend music and menu to
help West German Chancellor
Ludwig Erhard feel at home on
the LBJ Ranch this weekend.
The President has asked
pianist Van Cliburn , a pride of
Texas , to play music of German
composers at an indoor barbecue.

The First Lady and her staff
are turning from Christmas festivities to arrangements for a
weekend of work and Texas
hospitality .
The President ' s comfortable,
pine-p a n e 1 e d ranch office ,
where the family Christmas
tree stands, is being turned
over to Erhard and his staff.
The gathering U.S. staff will be
housed in guest houses.

The piece de resistance of a
luncheon after Erhard's arrival
Saturd ay will be a Texas-German chocolate cake cooked up
from a recipe brought to the
Lone Star State by German pioneers in the early 1800s.

The two ranch living rooms,
one with a huge hooded fireplace , will serve as conference
'
rooms.
The State Department in
Washington is sending along
German flags to fly at the ranch

NKW ORE BED IN MINNESOTA? . . .
Paul K. S ims points to n map showing what
may be ;t newl) -discovered deposit of iron
ore in Minnesota. Sims, director of the Minne- ota Geological Survey, Minneapolis , said

first aerial and ground tests showed a deposit extending north of Hutchinson into
Meeker County at a width of one to two miles,
Coring would he needed to establish value of
tho find , he reported. (AP Photofax )

and along the route to surrounding towns Erhard will see.
Mrs. Johnson was busy working with a Fort Worth caterer ,
who will put on the barbecue
Sunday in the gymnasium of
Stonewall School, in the tiny
community near J o h n s o n 's
birthplace.
The menu for 400 guests was
to be barbecued beef , ribs, hickory gravy, ranch beans, sourdough biscuits , German potato
salad , Texas coleslaw, hot fried
pies and coffee.
The meal was to be served
Western style from chuck wagons to tables, with red checkered cloths and lanterns.

Mrs. Anderson
Of Red Wing
Envoy There

VIENNA (A P ) - Anti-American demonstrators using icicles
and ice chunks from the street
smashed all windows on the
first three floors of the U.S.
legation in Sofia , Bulgaria , today. The demonstrators overturned four American cars outside.
In Washington , the U.S. government said it planned an immediate protest to the Bulgarian government which recently
had been warming its relation
with the United States.
Reports reaching here by telephone from the U.S. legation
mentioned no casualties among
the legation staff.

The Bulgarian news agency
BTA said the demonstration
was in protest against alleged
U.S. employment of a former
Bulgarian diplomat , Ivan Asen
Christof Georgiev , as a spy.
"The demonstration was of
university students and young
people who expressed their indi gnation at the traitorous actalks with the new American
tivity of the spy," BTA said.
President. He f lies in to Houston this afternoon and begins
Georgiev, No. 2 man of Comtwo days of conferences at the munist Bulgaria's U.N. delegaLBJ Ranch Saturday.
tion from 195S to 1961, pleaded
Summoned to the holiday guilty before Bulgari a's Supreme Court Thursday to spyWhite House in the Texas hill ing for the U.S. Central
Intellicountry today were half a doz- gence Agency. He
implied that
en Washington officials includhe expected the death penalty.
ing Secretary of State Dean
The legation spokesman said
Rusk , Secretary of Agriculture
he felt Bulgarian police "took
Orville L. Freeman and John their time" in getting to the
leA. McCone, director of the Cengation to drive off the demontral Intelligence Agency.
strators. He pointed out that a
McCone 's mission was de- militiaman is stationed in front
scribed as a routine one to brief of the building at all times and
the President on developments has a telephone with which to
abroad ¦— ' on Cyprus and else- summon aid if needed.
where. From Rusk , Johnson was
He said the demonstration beto hear about Cyprus and the
two-day Erhard visit that be- gan shortly after 11 a.m. but
the police did not arrive until
gins Saturday.
11:45. Then they slowly began
Freeman was assigned to help to force the demonstrators
Johnson discuss farm trade away.
problem s with the new German
By 12:15, the spokesman said ,
chancellor.
the situation appeared under
Foreign affairs have held a control , and the crowd h a d
priority position in Johnson 's of- been driven to the ends of the
ficial routine since Thursday street on which the legation is
located.
afternoon.
But "the demonstrators are
He created tfien a nine-man
governmental
committee to still down the street and we
make a hurry-up study of the think it would be unwise for
beleaguered foreign aid pro- any American to try to leave,"
gram and recommend basic he added.
The spokesman said a protest
structural changes.
would be made to the Bulgarian
The holiday W h i t e House Foreign Ministry. The Amerimade public a series of person- can minister, Mrs. Eugenie Anal messages in which Johnson derson , is in the United States.
appealed for a qu ick halt to
"this terrible fraternal strife " It was the first Bulgarian
between Turks and Greeks on demonstration against the United States reported in almost
Cyprus.
two years.
In letters to Archbishop MaOn April li) , 1061 , hundreds
karios , president of Cyprus , rallied in front of the legation to
Fazil
Kutchuk
,
Vice President
protest the Bay of Pigs invaand President Cemal Gursel of sion of Cuba . They h u r l e d
comJohnson
pledged
Turkey ,
stones at the building and
plete support for any reason- smashed wind ows.
able action to halt the Cypriot
In recent months Bulgarian
bloodletting.
Communist leaders have reThe Foreign Aid Committee, peatedly hinted they would like
headed by Undersecretary of better relations with the United
State George W. Ball , was giv- States.
¦
en until Jan. 15 to look at aid
programs , economize, s'mplify
and strengthen them.
Krhard' s Texas talks are expected to range from trade and
European Common M a r k e t
problems to West German misgivings about. Western negotiations w i t h the Soviet Union,

$40 Million Johnson Studies
Wheal Sale to Foreign Affairs
Russia OK'd
By FRANK CORMIER

By LEWIS GULICK
A.P. Diplomatic Writer

JOHNSON CITY , Tex. (AP)—
Foreign affairs dominated President Johnson 's activities today
as he keeps watch on the Cyprus crisis and prepares for
talks with Chancellor Ludwig
Erhard of West Germany.
Erhard is the first major European leader to hold full-scale

WASHINGTO N (AP) - The
Commerce Department has issued conditional licenses for
sale of $40.6 million of wheat to
Russia—but whether there will
be a deal remains to be seen.
The two licenses—for $20,320,000 each—were issued Thursday to two unnamed American
firms.
The permits allow the sale of
the U.S. grain provided various
conditions are met. These condit ions, under announced U.S,
government policy, include stip(AP) —
PHILADELPHIA
ulations on financial and shipHarold E. Stassen, former govping terms.
ernor of Minnesota , said ThursIf the Soviet Union agrees to day night he is considering runthese terms, then the two U.S. ning for the Republican presicompanies have permission to dential nomination next year at
go through with the sale , a the urgin g of former President
Commerce Department spokes- Dwight D. Eisenhower.
man said.
Stassen said he was one of
Nearly three months ago, the several possibl e candidates Eilate President John F. Kennedy senhower has asked to enter
gave the green light to proposed the race to give the Republican
private sales of U.S. wheat to party the widest selection posRussia. Soviet negotiators, how- sible.
ever , have been balking at the
Stassen. who said he would
American terms.
The Russians have objected not announce his intentions un particularly to the U.S. require- til next month , said he was not
ment that part of the grain be ranked the No. 1 choice of Eishipped on U.S. vessels, whose senhower.
"He indicated he would not
rates are higher than those of
pick
a favorite candidate , " said
foreign shippers .
The U.S. traders who applied Stassen , a Philadel phia lawyer.
Recently it was disclosed Eifor the licenses were said to
have indicated that the Russi- senhower had also suggested
ans were proposing to pay cash. that Gov. William W. Scranton
This would appear to rule out of Pennsylvania and Henry Cacomplications over extending bot Lodge, U.S. ambassador to
credit to them , although the li- South Viet Nam consider entercenses did not specifically re- ing the race.
Stassen is former disarmaquire cash.
ment adviser to Eisenhower,
The shipping requirement has
been Ihe bigger stumbling block
in the lengthy wheat discussions.
The Soviets reportedly have not
made much ado about demanding credit.
If the sales go through , they
could be a forerunner of even
bigger shi pments.
The Soviets have shown inter est in buying a total of some
$250 million of U.S. grain.
MILWAUKEE iffi — The Wisconsin AFL-CIO has urged
President Johnson to give favorable consideration to the appointment of David Rabinovitz
of Sheboygan as U .S. District
Court judge for western Wisconsin.
John Schmitt of Milwaukee ,
slate director of labor 's ComWASHINGTON (API-Living mittee on Political Education ,
costs , as measured by the gov- said Thursday a telegram backernment , rose two-tenths of one ing Rabinovitz was sent to the
per cent in November to n new President w i t h i n the last 10
high.
days.
The Labor Department reported today thnt the incren.se The appointment , made by
resulted mainly from higher the late President. John F. Kenhousing and food costs , although nedy, has stalled in the Senate
prices of many other goods and Judiciary Commit toe. If action
services also advanced.
on it is not comp leted before
The
November
consumer Congress adjourns , the nominaprice index , at 107.4 pcr cent of tion will expire. President Johnthe 1957-50 average , was I. ,'! per son will be required to make n
cent above n yenr earlier.
new one , nnd could select RaThe figure means that con- binovitz .
Schmitt said (hat ns a result
sumer items which could be
bought for $10 in the l«)57-50 pe- of n poll hy the Wisconsin Bar
riod now cost '" $10.74.
"we ' re for Ilabihovilz more
Food prices , which usuall y de- than over. The poll was u n f a i r .
cline in November , increased It did not give Rabinovitz a
9.2 per cent.
chuncc. "

Stassen Says
He's Considering
Presidential Race

Living Costs
UpinNovember

Sims emp hasized that no core
drill ings have been made. He
said such tost. , need to be made
before any predictions can be
mad*' about the existence of
commercially pr ofitable iron depos its ,
"Prospecting would be warrant ed in the entire area between McLeod County nnd the
Ciivuna Range , " he added. Thai
area extend s through Meeker ,
Stearns , Todd n n d Morrison
counties.

Sll.VI. lt H A Y , Minn. (AIM Dr. K. W. Davis , un execut ive
of Reserve Mining Co. who pio-

Van Cliburn Will Play
For Erh ard Barbecue

Union Presses
Johnson to
Pick Rabinovitz

An aerial survey of the McLeod area was made in the fall
of 1%I by the U.S. Geological
Survey in cooperation with the
Minnesota survey. A follow-up
ground mflgnet ometer survey in
pnrt -s of McLeod , Wright , Meeker, Carver , Sibley and Renville
counties in the summer of l (Mi2
formed th e basis of the report
by Sims and a fellow geology insfrut-tor , George 'S, Austin of St.
Thomas College.
Sims said Ihe most promising
areas in the anomal y lie in the
vicinity of Hook Lake and Lake
E m i l y , three miles northeast of
Hutchinso n.

Davis Awaits
First Samples

Mob Attacks U.S.
Legation in Sofia

Statue Found
In Subway
NKW YORK (AP )—Ho w did
a life-size statue of St. Anthony,
to whom m a n y people pray
when they 've lost something,
happen to be found in a Manh a t t a n subway station?
The Transit Auth ority got an
answer Thursday night.
Et Sonne Agnnn , a Haitian ,
said he had done statue repair
work at St, Theresa ' s Roman
Catholic: church in Manh attan.
Church officials , pleased with
his work , gave him the statue .
He said he headed for the
subway , but realized t h e statue
was too big for a subway train.
He left il on a mezzanine while
he went outside to seek other
transportation.
Before he returned , transit
officials ordered il. taken away.
Agaiiau will gtt it back.

2 American
Airmen Drown
In England

LONDON U P) - Two U.S.
airmen d r o w n e d Thursday
night when their cur plunged
into a cannl f>5 miles north of
London as the winter 's thickest
fog enveloped Britain.
The Americans ' car swerved
off n traffic circle Into the canal
at Milclenhnll. There was fog in
the area and roads were icy .
Killed were Airman l.C William McFarland , 22, of Hartsville , R.C., iind Airman L .C
Thomas Franklin , 20, of Ryder ,
N.D., both stationed at nearby
Lnkenhenth Air Base .
IMcFarlimd in survived by his
widow, Gloria , nnd Franklin by
his widow , Plnnne , and three
children .
Britain wns counting Its highest Christmas , highway toll in
four years with at least 94 dead
and the count still incomplete.
Fog, ice and reckless driving
were blamed for tho accidents.

\cial) — DeWayne D. Dejno , hreHouston High School.
Donald Carlson, son of Mrs. !!man apprentice, son of Mr. and
Mary Carlson , is spending a Mrs. Lawrence D. Dejno, Inleave here. He was stationed dependence Rt. 2, is participatat Ft. Bragg, N. C.
ing in a coordinated U. S. and
government of the Republic of
•
3.C. Thomas H, Schultz , son of
China amphibious exercise "Big
)
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Schultz, has ARCADIA. Wii. (Special - Dipper." He is serving aboard
i
Sp.
4.
Allyn
Pellowski,
son
of
been reassigned to Germany folthe attach aircraft carrier USS
lowing his graduation from the ! Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Pellow- Kitty Hawk located along the
ski
has
arrived
at
his
home
.
technical training course for j
southern coast of Taiwan.
aircraft mechanics at Sheppard i after receiving his discharge.
' *7
i
He
served
two
years
in
the
j
AFB, Tex. He is a graduate of
released
from
Army
and
was
|
GALESVILLE.
Wis. (Special ) By LESLIE J. NASON. Ed. D
of Lewiston High School.
duty at Ft. Riley , Kan . Ft. —Maurice Schaller. son of Mr.
'
Professor of Education
.lames M. Randall , son of Mr. Hood^ Tex., was his last duty I
j and Mrs. George Schaller, has
University of Southern
and Mrs. Don E. Randall , rural - station.
i been promoted to specialist four
Lewiston, has been promoted to
California
airman third class. He pre- ! Alvin Rebhahn, son of Mr. and ! at Ft. Sill . Okla. A graduate of
Dear Dr. Nason :
has
been
i
i
Rebhahn
,
Mrs.
Adolph
Gale-Ettrick
High
School
and
sently is a student at Keesler
I am a farm wife, 27 years
Center, I reassigned to Ft. Devens, Mass., ' Stout State College. Menomonle ,
Technical
Training
i
for
technical
training.
He
was
j
he
is
a
member
of
the
3rd
Misof
age, with three children,
Keesler AFB , Miss. Randall is
, sile Battalion , 3rd Artillery.
Leonard
Wood
stationed
at
Ft.
ages
6 , 3 and 2. After sera graduate of Lewiston High
mechand
now
is
attending
Mo.,
ious
thought
and with my
i
School.
husband's approval I ha-ve
! anics school. His address is:
)
(Special
ETTRICK,
Wis.
•
; US 55732553, 86th Ord., DS, Ft. ! T. Sgt. Robert Clatt , son of Mr. decided that when my
LAKE CITY, Minn. — Marvin ; Devens, Mass. 01433.
youngest son enters schocl,
,
W. Peters, son of Mr. and Mrs. ! Roger Amundson, son of Mr. ''and Mrs. George W. Clatt , Mil- I want to return to college
Alfred Peters , Lake City Rt. and Mrs. Bennie Amundson , waukee, formerly of Blair has and get my degree. I would
1. has enlisted in the Army for j rural Arcadia, is spending a I graduated from the Air Force then like to become a secSchool , Lackland ondary school teacher.
three years. He now is under- i furlough here. He was stationed | Recruiting
! AFB, Tex . Clatt and his family
going basic training at Ft. Leon- at Norfolk , Va.
I majored in English and
1 have moved from Phoenix ,
ard Wood, Mo. Peters is a 1SX53 7 The address of PFC. Robert Ariz , to Willmar , Minn., where history and maintained an
graduate of Lincoln High i Hertzfeldt is: US 55730819, Svc. he will be a recruiter.
A/B average for two years.
School.
Many have commented on
I Co., USAG ( 6003-05 ) DY-W , Post
my patience with children
I Trans.. Ft. Ord. Calif. 93941.
and I sim sure I would make
Man Killed in Fall
HOUSTON. .Minn. (Special) —
'
a good teacher. However,
(
Special)
—
Pvt.
BLAIR,
Wis.
.
Sp. 5. John J. Schnaufer , son of
Down Freight Chute
cost of the two additional
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Schnaufer. \ f l a' raX ti Potorcnn «nn nf Mr
is a member of the 1st Infantry and Mrs. Lief Peterson , is RACINE , Wis. (JP> — Edward years of college presents a
Division 's champion flag foot- [ spending a two-week furlough Zinns, 47 . received fatal head problem. What help is there
ball team at Ft. Riley. Kan . A ( with his parents here. He was injuries Thursday in a fall down for me?
111.
Mrs. H.G.,
finance specialist in the divi- stationed at Ft , Hood , Tex.
. a freight chute at the Richman
Answer:
Bros,
clothing
store
where
he
'
sion s 1st Administration Com*
I do not recommen full-time
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Spe- was employed.
pany, , he is a 1960 graduate of

Serving in the Arm ed Forces

RAYMOND A. SOBECK. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sobeck,
Winona Rt. 1, has been promoted to petty officer third class.
He is stationed at Naples . Italv.
His address is: USNAF, Navy
566, Div. 80, Fleet PO , New
' ¦ "
York , N. Y.
*
JAMES W. KARNATH , aviation electronics technician third
class, son of Mr. and Mr5 . Walter H. Karnath . 776 Terrace
Lane , was promoted to his present rating while serving with the
Helicopter Training Squadron 8.
Ellyson Field, Pensacola. Fla.

PVT. GENE D. BAKER , son
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Baker .
550 W. Belleview St.. now is
home on furlough. He recently
completed basic training at Ft.
Leonard "Wood. M o , and has
been assigned to Ft. Fitzsimmons, Denver, Colo. Baker will
report there next Thursday.

Edward V. Malewicki , 553 W.
4th St.. recently was promoted
while serving aboard the aircraft carrier USS Kearsarge ,
operating out of Long Beach ,
Calif.
*
ANTHONY A. CHELMOWSKI.
airman apprentice, son of Mr .
and Mrs. Anthony F. Chelmowski . 220 Mankato Ave., and
ROBERT A. HOLZER. aviation
boatswain 's mate third class,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John J ,
Holzer. 509 E, Front St, , are
serving aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Bon Homme
Richard, currently operating in
Hawaiian waters.
•
The address of PVT . WILLIAM .). FLl'HRER, son of Mr
and Mrs . Fred Fluhrer , 767 W.
Mark St:, is: RA 17656758, Finance. USAPSAC , APO, San
Francisco, Calif.

DURAND , Wis. — Airman 3.C.
Garrett .1. Auth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Garrett L. Auth , has been
reassigned to Min 'ot AFB , _ ., D.,
following his graduation from
the technical training course for
aircraft mechanics at Sheppard
AFB . Tex. He is a graduate of
ROBERT E. MALEVTICKI , Durand High School.
aviation
ordnanceman
third
•
LEWISTON ". Minn. — Airman
class, son of Mr: ' and Mrs.
MICHAEL P. ' CREELEY. airman apprentice , son of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Creeley . completed basic training Dec . 13 at
the Naval Training Center , San
Diego, Calif.
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college for the mother of three
school-age children, but suggest
that you start taking courses,
starting with one at a time and
increasing the load as you see
your way clear .
Preparatorycourses for teaching, taken while you are rearing your family, will prove profitable and interesting. The combination should make you an excellent teacher when the time
comes. Don't push it too fast.
Dear Dr . Nason :
My parents want me to
go to college and 1 want to
go, too , but I don't know yet
what I want to be. I am a
sophomore and very interested in outdoor life activities such as fishing, hunting,
."plants and soil, and have a
B average.
Would a college major in
these outdoor life activities
prepare me for a job in the
Conservation Department of
our state?
K.J. , Old Bridge, N.J.
Answer:
Work of a conservation de-
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partment is based upon a sound
background of science. Write
your state department of conservation or search the catalogs of your state colleges for
information regarding preparatory work for a job in this field.
Humboldt State College in
California specializes in forestry and conservation . Students
expecting courses in hunting
and fishing, or the like, are
rudely awakened by the seriousness of the scientific background they must acquire.
Dear Dr. Nason :
My son, a high - school
graduate, has an opportunity for a job doing the very
thing that has always been
difficult for him — reading
aloud. Can you give him a
helpful suggestion?
Mrs. K.L., Crestview, Fla.
Answer:
Your son 's reading aloud Is
affected by the worries and
pressures regarding it that
have built up over the years .
These must be minimized. 1
suggest that he practice
reading a single article over
and over. Each time he
reads it he is to concentrate
on a different element ¦—
correct enunciation , emphasis rhythm , etc.
As he becomes more profic
lent his mind will be filled will
plans of how each new artich
should be read. These plan :
will drive back the fears and al
low him to be a good reader.
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Rochester Tax
Rates Up, Still
Under Winona

Real and personal property
tax mill rates in the city of
Rochester increased 8.5 percent
from 1963 until 1964, but they
still are slightly lower than
those in Winona.
According to figures released
by Olmsted County Auditor Ross
Browning, the homestead mill
rate in Rochester next ^ear will
be a record 250.8 mills. The
nonhomestead rate of 259.72
m ills also will set a record .
COMPARABLE FIGURES for
the city of Winona , released
last week by Winona County
Auditor Richard Schoonover,
are 253.48 for homestead and
252.40 for nonhomestead property.
Last year's mill rates in Rochester were 231.14 for homestead and 239.68 for nonhomestead property - This, too, was
lower than le-vies in Winona ,
where the homestead mill rate
was 239.70 and the nonhomestead rate was 248.24 .
Taxes in the city of Winona
increased 6.5 percent from 1963
to 196-4.
A person owning a $12,000
house in Rochester and living
in it , thus qu alifying for the
homestead rate , will pay $250.80
in property taxes in 1964, This
is arrived at in the following
way : The assessor takes one
third of the market -vaj ue of
the house — $4,000 in this instance. This amount is the fair
and true value,
For the homestead rate , the
assessed valuation of tie house
Is 25 percent of the fair and
true value — $1,000 for the
house in question. That is the
amount on which the property
taxes are paid.
A WINONAN owning and Hving in a house with the same
market value will pay $253.48
in property taxes — $2.68 more
than his Rochester equivalent.
This assumes that a house
here would have the same market value in Winona: however,
it might be higher there.
Broken down , Rochester s mill
rate next year includes 115.79
for schools ; 84.61 for city funds ;
42,18 for county funds , and 8.22
(homestead) or 17.14 (nonhomestead) for the state.
Comparable figures in 'Winona
are 80.47 for schools; 106.36 for
city funds, and 58.43 for county
funds. State fund levies , of
course , remain the same.
The r u r a l Olmsted County
levy will be 44.69. It is greater
than the county levy for city
residents because the city levies
separately for such services as
health and library in its own
budget .

Chief of Police
Plans to Resign
Chief of Police George Savord told the Daily News this
morning that he will submit his resignation to the Board
of Fire and Police Commissioners at the board 's regular
meeting at 4 p.m. today at City Hall.
Savord said the resipation would be effective Feb. 1 if
accepted by Commissioners. He was appointed chief of
police Sept. 15, 1959.
The board held an executive meeting last Saturday at a
local bank. The press was barred.
He did not give a reason for the resignation and said
that his future plans are indefinite.
On his appointment Chief Savord was given the responsibility of reorganizing the department , initiating a juvenile
division, retraining personnel and restoring facilities and
equipment when hired .
During his tenure, Savord has been active in police organizations , state and local. He is president of the Southeastern Minnesota Chiefs of Police Association , a member
and former executive officer of the Minnesota Chiefs of
Police Association and a member of International Association of Chiefs of Police and Minnesota Police and Peace Officers Association.
Savord, who replaced Chief A. -J. Bingold , is 34 and was
born at Ladysmith, Wis , Jan. 1, 1929.
He received a bachelor of laws degree from Blackstone
School of Law , Chicago, in 1956 Prior to becom ing police
chief here, he was a lieutenant in the Island Park , Minn.i
police department.
His law enforcement experience started while he was in
the Air Force. Sa-vord was director of security for a Minneapolis supermarket chain in 1957,

A collision at West 5th and
South Baker streets at 4:39 p.m.
Thursday resulted in more tj ian
$300 damage to the two cars
involved.
The cars were driven by Emil
J. Urban , 1271 W. ' 2nd St., and
Ralph W. Winder , 350 W. 5th
St.
Mr . and Mrs . Donald Winder ,
350 W. 5th St., were passengers
in the Winder car. Mrs. Winder
complained of pain following the
accident.
Police said that Urban was
driving north on South Baker
and turned left onto 5th when
his car was struck by Winder 's
car , which was traveling east.
Damage was more than $200
to the Winder car and more
than $100 to Urban 's car.
A minor hit-and-run accident
occurred in the post office parking lot on West 5th Street Thu rsday .
Police reported $25 damage to
a parked car owned by Gerald
E. Swanson, 717 Harriet St. The
damage was to his car's right
rear bumper. The accident was
reported to police at 7:55 a.m.
Damage of more than $100 to
each of two cars resulted from a
traffic accident at East King
and Hamilton streets at 10:20
a.m. today. Police said George
Kostner, 22 , 679 W. 4th St., was
driving south on Hamilton Street
and Arnold Seitz, Cascade , Iowa ,
was traveling east on King
Street when the cars collided .

Ex-Lanesboro
Man Promoted

NELSON , Wis. - A new fire
station has beer occupied by the
volunteer department.
The block building has two
stalls with overhead doors having direct access to Highway 35.
A truck and water wagon are
housed in the structure . Previously, firemen kept equipment
In a former finrage build ing
across the street.

J. L. "Jack" Ollom , chief
pilot for Watkins Products, Ire ,
who became ill Thursday morning while flying two company
executives to Peoria , 111'., was
reported resting comfortably in
a Rockford , 111., hospital this
afternoon where he is under
observation.
Ollom was piloting the firm 's
twin-engine
Cessna-310.
On
board were Howard Blackwood,
assistant advertising manager ,
and John Barrett , Illinois district manager.
Feeling ill , Ollom called the
Rockford airport where he made
what his passengers termed a
perfect landing, and was taken
by ambulance to a hospital.
Mrs . Ollom, 1st Ward alderman
drove to Rockford Thursday afternoon to be with her
husband . The family lives at
1714 Gilmore Ave.

vice president and regional
manager of the Federal Land
Bank , St. Paul.
Arnold Eilts. Northfield , succeeds L. L. Nelson , who is retiring at the end of December.
Eilts , who was manager here
three years, went to the St.
Paul office from Lanesboro and
had been serving as associate
manager since 1959 .
He began his Land Bank work
as an appraiser in 1952 while
serving at Fennimore , Wis. He
is well known there as a former
veterans agriculture instructor.
In hi.s new assignment he will
have charge of operations of
Federal Land Bank associations
in Minnesota , which initiate and
service farm mortgage loans.

involved in a traffic accident at
43rd Avenue and Service Drive
in Goodview at 3 p.m. Thursday,
according to Sheriff George
Fort.
They were Milton J. Knutson ,
872 43rd Ave., and Mrs. Gerald
Northrup, 20, 820 47th Ave.,
Sheriff Fort said.
Fort said that Knutson -was
driving south on 43rd Avenue
and started to make a left turn
onto the Service Drive when his
car was struck by the Northrup
car.
Mrs . Northrup was traveling
west on Service Drive and was
unable to stop because of icy
conditions, said Fort .
Damage was about $200 to
Mrs. Northrup 's car and about
$100 to Knutson 's.

Trial Delayed
In Beer Case

AI vin Ronnenberg, owner of
Garvin Brook Tavern , the Arches, was granted a continuance
in municipal court today. He is
charged with selling beer to a
minor .
Judge John D. McGill set the
trial for Thursday. He said ^that
this would give Ronnenberg an
opportunity to consult with an
attorney.
Sheriff George Fort cla irns
that Ronnenberg sold a sixpack of beer to a 16-year-old
rural Utica youth Dec. 10.
The defendant pleaded not
guilty to the charge last Friday and posted $100 hail. Judge
McGill had scheduled the tri al
for today.
Ronnenberg was a rrested at
his tavern at 4 p.m. Dec. 19.
R i c h a r d Darby, assistant
county attorney, appeared in
behalf of the stale today.
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Birders Plan
Sunday Count

Fire Victim
Discharged
By Hospital

2 below to 5 above. Saturday
will see the thermometer rise Formal application to build
to only 15, said the weatherman. three apartment buildings on th«
Continued cold with no pre- old Winona General Hospital
cipitation is the outlook for Sun- site will be heard next Thursday.
day at 4:30 p.m. by the Board
THE EXTENDI. !) forecast for of Zoning Appeals.
the next five days, including
Findings and recommendaNew Year's Day, indicates that tions of the City Planning Comtemperatures will average 8 to mission will be considered alon g
12 degrees below seasonal nor- with application. Filed by Romals. It will be cold through bert V. Gisselbeck and Samuel
most of the period with a warm- J. Schneider, the request will
ing up about the middle of next be for approval of the one
week. Normal daytime high - block area as a community
are 20-28 and nighttime lows i development project .
to 10 above.
This request follows recent
Little or no preci pitation <s action by the planning comexpected for Winona and vici- mission and City Council in
7 The woman who suffered first nity.
amending the zoning ordinance
and second degree burns early
A year ago today Winonans
Monday morning, in the fire at
to establish a one-acre miniat Reinarts Art Glass Studios shivered in —15 temperatures. mum si_e for such developwas discharged from Commun- High then was only 23. Four ments.
ity Memorial Hospital Thurs- inches of snow lay on the
The order of procedure , if
ground?" All-time high for Dec. approval is granted , would conday.
Mrs. Lillie Moore Burleson , 27 was 5! in 1936 and the low sist of initial approval of the
53, left the hospital late in the —23 in 1872 and 1880. Mean developers ' p lan for the are a ,
morning and now is staying for the past 24 hours was 22. then permission to proceed with
¦with her daughter , Mrs. Robert Normal for this day is 18.
In Minnesota the thermomet- construction.
Gavin , 720 E. 3rd St.
She received burns to both er slipped to —11 at Bemidji
arms , the left side of her face and —7 at International Falls.
and both legs in the fire which St. Cloud had a low of —1 and
reportedly began in the bath- Duluth reported 2 above.
At Rochester the 'ow was 9
room of the apartment over the
after a Thursday high of 34 and
studio.
Mrs. Burleson , her two sons La Crosse posted figures of 16
and Timothy Morris , 2^ 2, were and 31 for the same times.
DURAND , Wis.-Sale of DuRoads in Minnesota arid Wis- rand Salvage by Paul Fedie to
asleep in the apartment when
the fire broke out . Mrs . Burle- consin were slippery in spots.
Arnold C. Anderson , Durand ,
son rushed the boys out of the ' . WISCONSIN roads in an area was announced this week.
apartment and stayed to fight north of a La Crosse-Port Anderson , who worked 13
Washington line had occasional years for the Pep in County highthe fire .
Reportedly she later left the slippery stretches today follow- way department, said he intends
burning apartment , but returned ing new snow. Main road s south to devote full time to his new
to find young Morris. She of the line were generally clear , business. In addition to buying
thought the boy had not left the State Highway Department and selling scrap metals, he will
with her sons. It was during this reported.
handle orders for new steel and
The snow ranged from a half- provide electric welding servsecond encounter with the fire
inch to 4 inches, the agency ice.
that she was burned.
Donations for Mrs. Burleson added.
A native of .Arkansaw, Anderand her family now total $422. Secondary roads continue to son is married and has three
One Win on an said he would have more, icy. and snow packed children , Vern , Bernard and
spots- because of lew traffic Donald. The fa mily resides at
donate a like-new mattress.
movement, the department said. 302 6th Ave. E.
Light snow dusted most of Fedie acquired the salvage
Wisconsin today. But in a few yard from George Hendrickscm ,
scattered areas of the north, the who founded the operation.
snowfall was heavy enough to Fedie, who had operated it since
make driving tricky and some- November 1962, will return to
times dangerous.
telephone construction , his prinBLOWING SNOW in the Hur- cipal occupation before going inley area reduced visibility to to the salvage business.
one-quarter mile. The o n l y
measureable snow during the
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — night was 3 inches at Duluth
Voters of the Osseo School Dis- and Wausau , 2 at Park Falls
trict will vote Monday at 9 p.m. and 1 at Green Bay. Elsewhere
on whether to authorize borrow- amounts were less than an inch.
ing money for construction of a
Some freezing drizzle fell in
proposed $615,000 addition to Wisconsin Thursday morning
BLAIR , Wis. (Special)-New
Osseo High School .
but it turned to light snow by
The figure includes equip- noon . Spotty light snow conti- officers have been installed by
Blair Lodge 323, F & AM, and
ment.
nued through the night.
An informational meeting will
At mid-morning today, light the Eastern Star.
open at 8 p.m. Electors in a snow was falling at Milwaukee , Lodge officers: Ralph Utre,
straw vote Dec. 12 favored the Madison , Oshkosh , B e l o i t , master; Alden El.ajtd , senior
addition 122-22. Monday 's elec- Janesville , Clintonville, Rhine- warden; Donald Johnson , jun ior
warden ; William II. Melby,
tion will be the official vote.
lander and Ashland.
treasurer; Ernest Anderson, secThe project would provide six
THE MERCURY hit a low of retary ; Glen Odegaard , deacon ,
classrooms, plus specialized
and George Larson , tyler.
areas for industrial arts, music , zero at Superior early today.
Maximums Thursday ranged Star officers : Mrs. Robert Olkitchen, cafeteria , multi-purpose room , physical education , from 37 at Beloit to 2'J at Park son, worthy matron ; Mrs. Leland Chenoweth , associate matteam lockers, and extensive re- Falls.
¦
ron ; Alden Elland , worthy matmodeling of the present building
ron;
Jerome Mattison , associate
to meet expanded educational
patron ; Mrs. Francis Herreid ,
needs.
secretary ; Mrs. Marie Bersing,
In the present building intreasurer; Mrs. Donald Huicreased library space would be
bregtse, conductress ; Mrs.
provided; the present kitchen
James Frederixon , associate
and stora ge would be remodeled
into a classroom for mentally
OSSEO, Wis. -A new North- conductress; Mrs. William Larhandica pped elementary chil- cm States Power Co. electric son , chaplain ; Miss Mabel Oldren ; a classroom would be substation has been energized son , marshal , and Mrs. Harold
made into a biology laboratory: to provide an additional 12,500- Utn e, organist.
Miss Alice Stumpf is warden
the agricultural classroom and volt power supply for Osseo and
and
Mrs. James Berg, sentinel.
shop would be remodeled and Strum.
Located 2 1. miles southwest Star points are: Mrs. Alden
equipment updated to modern
curriculum: one elementary of Osseo on the Brennan Rice Elland , Adah ; Mrs. Donald Stanclassroom would be remodeled farm , it will receive power ford , Ruth; Mrs. Angus Sather ,
with present office area to pro- from a 69,000-volt transmission Esther ; Mrs. Melvin Hjerleid ,
vided
larger
administrative line from an NSP-Dairyland Martha , and Mrs. James Watservices, and the presen t cafe- Power Cooperative interconnec- son , Electra.

Durand Salvage
Company Sold

Osseo to Vote
On High School
Project Monday

Masons and OES
At Blair Install

New Substation
In Operation for
Osseo,Strum

Pepin Firemen
Elect Officers
PEPIN , Wis. - Pepin 's volunteer fire department has
elected officers .
The election of Wesley B. Miller as chief was approved by
the "Village Board. Other officers arc: James Smith, first
assistant chief ; Cleon Peters ,
second assistant; Neil Sutherland, secretary-treasure r , and
Albert Rreitun g .Jr., janitor .

Notice to

Winona and Goodview
Sunday NEWS Subscri bers

| Cochrane-FC
FFA Conducting
Polio Campaign

NEWARK . N ..L (A P ) - A let ter sent from South Korea intended (or someone in Formosa
turned up in Newark.
Postal clerk James Chin , who
rends Chinese , said the letter
was .sen! from Seoul to Taipei.
How Ihe letter Rot lo Newark
during the Christmas mail rush
is a mystery .

GOODFELLOWS

when rain , sleet and light sn ow
fell over the area , making driving hazardous and walking difficult.
Mostly fair but with a few
brief periods of c'oudiress is
the forecast for tonight and
Saturday. It will be colder tonight with a predicted low of

Pepin Resident
Named Deputy
On Hourly Basis

Letter for Formosa
Turns Up in Newark

[ _f_

Winter weather , fanned by a
chilly and brisk northwest wind ,
returned to Winon a and vicinity
today.
The temperature , which had
been as high at 45 on Christmas
Day, dropped to 12 this morning and was 11 at noon. High
Thursday afternoon was 32

Hospital Site
Hearing Set
For Thursday

tion , the 16th such interconnection between the two power
suppliers .
The new substation was built
to meet the increasing power
demands of business and industry in both towns and add
to the dependability of their
service, said F. J, Dinkel , manager of the Eau Claire-Chi ppewa division.
A new three-phase line , bringing power from the substation
to Osseo was energized at the
PEPIN , Wis. — A deputy sher- same time. A new line from
iff to serve Pepin and area has the substation to Strum will he
been appointed by Pepin County completed early next vear .
Sheriff Victor Spline.
.lames Smith , 2G , local barber ,
will be on call at all times. Hn
previously served as a Pierce
County deputy at Plum City,
The comity board of supervisors authorized appointment of
two deputies at its November
session. They will work on an
hourly basis , The Stockholm appointment hasn 't been announced.

ARCADIA , Wis . (Special ) The liturgi cal decree , giving
the Catholic churches of the Two ice skating rinks flooded
world an opportunity tn use the by street department crews now
native language in services , be- are open. is on
the tennis court
One^ink
comes effective - world-wide Fob .
adjacent
to
the
swimming pool
'
J. ).
The decree will not change on the west side of town , the
any of the Catholic services in other in Fairfield Park in the
Hie States unt il Ihe bishops meet Fairfield Addition on the hill
in the spring to agree en a uni- in the east part . Both will be
form translation from Latin to maintained by the street deEnglish. No date has been set partment.
A third rink, maintained prifor the spring meeting.
vately hy John Hurnfeld, is in
use on River Street.

MEW
^^WBkS
\
VVVW HJDIALCET
th * mitrn *'"
\ ~ TS_B__
8
to bathe

Cold' s Back Again
For Rest of Year

teria would become an art room
for grades 7-12.
Expanded enrollment , from
495 in 1S55 to 853 this year , also
i.s given as a reason for the
addition .

Liturg ical Decree
Becomes Effective 3 Skating Kinks
On February 75 Open at Arcadia

ALL

AT LEAST, THAT IS

Members of the Hiawatha
Valley Bird Club of Winon a and
other ' interested birders will
conduct the area 's annual bird
census Sunday.
The count will be made in
most of the locations having a
normally high bird population
within a 7V_ -mile radius from
headquarters at Lake Park
Lodge.
Route assignments, which
include a segment of Wisconsin , will be made by the club' s
field trip chairman , Francis
Voelker, beginning at 7:30 a.m.
The census will end at dusk
when all reports from counting
SPRING GROVE. Minn. - teams will be filed .
Beginning Jan. 6, all students
in grades 7-12 at the Spring For the first time this year
Grove school will be required there will be a d inner for parto eat lunch at school or carry ticipants after the census . This
their own lunches except when meeting will be at the Oaks,
excused to eat elsewhere at their Minnesota City . In addition to
i reports on results of the cenparents ' request.
sus there will be two movies
The lunch period will be cut shown. One is a National Auduto 20 minutes, permitting buses bon Society production on the
I to leave. 20 minutes earlier , or bald eagle, a winter resident
[3:30 p.m., so students get home ! of the Winona area and the othi before total darkness in the win- er a film on birds found in
ter.
New Brunswick , Canada.
The bird census is taken each
I Other reasons were given by
i the school board in deciding on year throughout the United
j the closed noon hour. Grade stu- States and Canada to determine
|dents on buses won 't have to changes in bird population ,
wait for school in the morning trends in winter habitat and
— it will start at 8:30 — nor migration , and obtain other inwhen going home at night . The formation.
athletic program can start earli- An estimated 700 bird clubs
; er in the afternoon, permitting and informal groups will parIhe completion of all practice ticipate in this year 's census.
; by 6 p.m. The noon hour problem
i on Main Street will *>e eliminat- Nurse A ide Course
,
; ' ed. There will be less congestion
ol traffic on the streets and Planned at Osseo;
j Highway 44.
P ledges Requested
I The new schedule "will shorten
the school day, which now is OSSEO, Wis. — Donald L.
: one of the longest m the con- Fischer, administrator of Osference.
seo's municipal hospital and
nursing home, announced plans
for a five-day instruction and
training course for persons who
have applied for nurses aide positions.
It will be given free to applicants at the hospital Jan. 2024 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. From
RUSHFORD. Minn. ~ Robert ( the persons attending, selection
Highum and Ted Roberton in- 1 will be made of those best qualstalled officers of IMystic Star! ified to provide an efficient staff
Lodge fi9.
.
j for the nurses and patients.
New officers are: Arvid Kjos , The connecting buildings —
worshipfu l master; Harley Lar- I 30 beds for the hosp ital and 40
son , senior warden" Myron Lar- j for the nursing home — are
: son , juni or warden; Henry Vitse, i nearing completion , with the
secretary ; Roberton , treasurer; target date Feb. 1.
Emmons Kjos , senior dea con ;
Osseo and area were asked
Frank Daniels , junior deacon ; to contribute and pledge some
j Alvin Bakke, senior steward ; $100,000 toward the building an'.l
; George Grover , junior steward ; equipment. As completion nears ,
Frank Haslerud , chaplain , and directors are asking that unpaid
I pledges be paid.
! Peter Severued , tyler.

Closed Lunch
Damage Exceeds
Police Report $300
Hour to Begin
in Crash
At Spring Grove
ThreeAccidents InTwoGoodview
Goodview motorists were

OLMSTED COUNTV 'S rural
communities will levy as follows on nonagricultural property: Byron , 54.11 ; Chatfield,
Eyota ,
80.70 ; Dover , 69.12;
87.67 , and Stewartville. 53.60.
Subtract 25 mills from Ihese
figures to arrive at the levy
for agricultural property .
Township levies in Olmsted
County range from a low of 7.6.
LANESBORO , Minn. - A formills in Cascade Township to mer manager of the Federal
a high of 35 mills iJi Salem Land Bank Association of LanesTownship,
boro has been elected assistant

Nelson Firemen
In New Station

Ill Watkins
Pilot Lands
Plane Safely

SNOWMAN IN FLORIDA . . . This «foot snowman should have a "Made in Miami" label lie cause- t hat i.s where it was made
today. Hi. vurd Hlack had 1 Ions of .shaved
ice delivered lo his front yard as a treat
for tho neighborhood children, After a brisk

| COCHRANI . -FC - Member. .
j of the KKA of Coclirane-Koun! tain Cit y llif !h School are conducting » "Corn for Polio " drive
during the holidays.
The boys are calling on all
snowball fight hud subsided Black' s da ugharea
farmers. The corn they re(
ter , Diirclle left ) and Chm .one Norwood
ceive will he sold and Ihe money
ci
ty
)
bu ilt this strange-looking < for this
smowturned over to the Buffalo Counm ;m , Ili! { h in Miami Thursday w;is OH; it l ty polio chapter. This is Hie
first
wits !V.| tins morning. Tampa had \\ M yester- time in several years the FFA
day nnd « 54 this morning. (AP Photofax )
has collected corn.
I

• Our city circulation department will accept tolophone colls from 8:30 to 10,00 a.m. Sunday for th«
delivery of misting papers in Winona and Goodview.

The Telehone Number
to Call Is

8-2961

By Jimmy Hatlo l DEAR

iThey 'll Do It Eve ry Time

9t ?(appsnwcL ata&t TliqhL

¦Rumor Has It
He's a Roomer

Kitfy Kallen
Warns Gir ls

By EARL WILSON
-MEW YORK — Kitty Kallen , the hit singer, has become a
"Paula Revere" . .' . . sounding an alarm to women about taking
unescorted strolls on winter resort beaches lest they be attacked
In the current lawlessness wave. She says she ventured 300 yards
frorn her hotel in San Juan , Puerto TRico, last Sunday afternoon
— a few steps beyond a wall supposed to be the end of a strolling
zone. A young would-be assaulter, trying to tear off her swim
suit , pushed her head under
water three times, she says. phoned me. "I received m .
Kitty reports she escaped by latest ' A m e r i c a n Heritage
pretending to assent and point- which contained an insert, i
ing to the beach. Then she black-edged card with the in
screamed , and fled. Kitty and scription 'John Fitzgerald Ken
her husband , Budd Granoff , the nedy 1917-1963''plus this verse
recording producer , are back
" 'The bustle in a house
hom e in Englewood, N, J., very The mournin g after death
shaken. They reported it to Is solemnest of industries
police who . they say, were in- Enacted upon earth, —
different.
The sweeping up the heart
Barbra Streisand' s Christmas
And putting love away
card was unique. First , it was We shall not want to usi
dated "Dec. 25, 1959. "' and bears
again
the printed names "Rose and
Until eternity. "
Armando Miller ," crossed out , These lines, which many o
with the rubber-stamped name , us learned in school, are elo
"BA.RBRA STREISAND - ' under quently credited as follows
ir . . . The B.W. and 1, during "Emily Dickinson , circa 1865. '
the depression , saved senders '
cards and sent them back to the TODAY'S BEST L A U G H
senders the next year. Barbra is "Dean Martin 's dressing roon
doing practically this in her wall was plastered with phoru
numbers. You only live once
year of greatest prosperity.
By BOB HOMAS
I called a few , Every one wa:
Movie-Television
Writer
AP
a
liquor
store.
"
—
Danny
Thorn
TIP: .VOWS' the time to buy
as.
theater tickets: Due to the "ice"
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) — The
i WISH I'D SAID THAT : "With year's movies—
probe, and seasonal slump, only ¦
"Barefoot in the Park" is sold ' this 'Lolita ' trend , there'll soon This has been a big year for
out , . . Geraldine Page , now be a book , 'Confessions of a American movies, size-wise, at
Mrs. Rip Torn , and expecting, ' Teen-Age Grandmother. ' " — any rate. Never has the public
admitted at the "Marathon '33" Jesse Kaplin.
been greeted with so many imopening party at Gallagher 's ¦• EARL'S PEARLS; . My B. W. mense and expensive attracthat she's torn about what to ' denies she ever quarrels with tions. The situation is not likely
call her baby if she has ai ; me. According to her , I pick to be repeated , since the film
daughter. What nice girl 's name !¦ on her , and she merely answers companies have been busy lickgoes with Torn? . . . The sen- '; in a loud indignant voice.
ing their financial wounds.
sational new comic in the June i REMEMBERED QUOTE : "It As for quality , 1963 was not a
Havoc show , Lee Allen, is the ain 't a fit night out for man or vintage year , nor was it a
husband of pretty little Libby 1] beast. "-W. C. Fields,
drought. On the whole the year
Dean , N. Carolina singer , mod- !i Myron Cohen says a tenant represented an aw akening of the
el and actress in the same complained of a new apartment creative spirit , an attempt to exshow. They 've played around ! building b e i n g flimsily con- periment and seek new vistas.
the country . . . Marlon Brando j! structed , saying the building
and wife Movita loved Albert 1 wasn't even steady. The land- Here is how the top EnglishFinney and "Luther "; said so;lord retorted , "What do you ex- language movies stacked up for
1i pect? The wall paper isn 't up this reviewer:
.. .
in a note.
1. "Tom Jones" was a rare
Lassie occupied a regular yet. " . . . . That' s earl , brother.
and imaginative stunt , using
assenger 's seat on TWA arevery trick in the movie books
iving for the Jimmy Dean
to bring a literary classic to
how , and got a red-carpet 3- Pickpocket Actress
pulsing life.
.om suite at the City Squire Tries Real Thing
>r himself and two handlers
2. America , America " repre. . Jose Ferrer proudly an- j NA.GOYA, Japan (AP) — Hi- sented the height of Ella
.unced to Rosemary Clooney, , sae Yamada. 54, played the part |Kazan 's powers as he depicted
leir 5 children , and her moth- \ of a pickpocket ¦ while leading a ; his uncle 's fli ght to the land of
".. sister, nurse and mgr., who , postwar troupe of traveling ac- J promise.
. rived for Christmas , that j tors, - but she gave up the stage. j: 3. "Lilies of . The Field" boasthen he does the Garry Moore ] Police said they caught her ed unabashed sentiment and an
iow . he won 't act , he 'll SING! last week lifting a purse from inspired performance by Sidney
the shopping basket of a house- Poitier.
"SOMETHING happened that wife. Under questioning, she
ade my cry for a half-hour. " ( confessed to 208 such thefts , to- 4. " ' L o v e With a Proper
well - known Broadway ite taling $2,300, police .said today. i Str anger " caught the temper of
|big-city life.
j 5. "Cleopatra ," for all its im*
Matinee —
Wm^M^Bm9***MMaaam-9Hmkm
j mensity, presented a fascinating
25t-50t-6S*
I vlj L f l 1
J LI _
m
m
I spectacle.
Nite — 7:00-9 :10
I K* _\ |f _f
6. "Hud" was a tough and
^^L___U__ ______ J___H_I
realistic view of the m odern
r SEE IT NOW IN COLOR •
. West.
i 7. "How The West Was Won"
' was hokum of the best kind.
8. "The Great Escape" was
another piece of topnotch filmP?;
j
i-________________
_______
__BPNPi_«.
PJJ^^_____l
il
' making from familiar materials.
I 9. "Charade " offered that old
vy
I smoothie , Gary Grant , in top
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} ways successfully, to deal with
I U.S. problems abroad and feaI tured a strong performance by
i Marlon Brando.
i Among the top films I enjoyed
the least were "Irma La
Douce," "Under The Yum Yum
I Tree " and "The Victors ," which
j seemed to vie for the bad-taste
I award. The latter is just released, but the former two were
bo__ office successes . No comment.

U.S. Accounting
Office Reduces
Expenses Sharp ly

" F U N IN A C A P U L C O "
-

T I C K C T 7-boob

iMiPfj p J I
P R I C E S : Ma t i n e e - 3 5 c - 5 0 c -75c

FOR

0NE ~Y e A R i

-

NOW SHOWING
Evening — 35 <• - 4 S c - 8 5 <¦

WASHIN GTON
i .n - - The
watchdog of federal spending—
the Genera l Accounting Offic ert'l-ort.s il saved (lie government
.. :.1T ... million during the year
that ended last June :!().
In hi.s aiinu;)! report to Congress , Comptroller Cenet al Joseph Campbell said Thursday
this total represented "refunds ,
collec t ions , measurable savings
and other financial benefits. "
Campbell said the GAO 's operating expenses for the 19f.:i
fiscal year wore $-T_,7 million—
I OSM than one-fifth of the amount
reported saved.
The CiAO was set up hy Con
gress to keep an eye on govern
inent spending.
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: He is 55 and divorced. She is 50 and has
never been married. They have been going steady for nine
years. She has a furnished apartment and he lives in a rooming house. About a year ago she took him in as a "boarder."
She claims that there is nothing wrong w ith it because he
is only a boarder and not a roomer. They go everywhere
together. Her father objects and so do her sisters and brothers. She
¦ -is ruining the family name, What can be done about
A SISTER
it?
DEAR SISTER: Nothing. It is entirely possible that
the man IS only a boarder , and the rest is only rurnor.

DEAR ABBY: I am 24 and am engaged to marry a fine
man of 29. He is a college graduate and very intelligent. His
one faul t is that he isn 't very particular about his appearance. Sometimes his shirts are not ironed, or he could have

V,ll_t_.«.0 ,n»n,'«,,f /«._ _•*« \, ,'r. *_ • „ _ nr. -innlrAt
iu vi ,|c\v.nci
vuiiuua i!-_ a_ >i_ i& iiuiu ma _>u_

, _•«
v-

his shoes aren 't shined . Or maybe he will
have a few spots on his clothing. This
doesn't bother him , and it doesn 't bother
me, either — but it does bother my mother.
She says I should tell him he shouldn 't go
around looking like that. I think I should
wait until after we're married, and then it
will be my responsibility to see that his
shirts are ironed , and his clothes are clean
and have buttons. What do you think?
NOT BOTHERED

"lite QoiMcu

u t_,_ *_t i . u i : ii neitner you nor ne
A _by
is "bothered" about his careless appearance, wait until after you are married and then try
to "neaten " him up. But don 't be surprised if you find
him careless about his person in other w ays.
By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
and magazines we have learned that
newspapers
I^ROM
the death of President Kennedy was an historic event
and world-shaking. And yet, curiously, it was the most intensely personal experience for persons all over the world
as well as in America. Recently letters have come from Winonans now living in far-distant spots telling of this intensely
personal reaction abroad.
From Rome, Italy, comes a letter from Mrs. Max Gunther. the former Peggy Lucas , now married to the prominent
young Swiss artist with a studio in Rome. Mrs. Gunther , who
has lived in Italy for a number of years, writes to her mother , Mrs. Ward Lucas: 'T suppose you 've read Time magazine 's account of the reaction to the assassination abroad ,
and what they say is quite true. First, I got a phone call
from C. M. <a longtime Italian friend ) telling me he had
just heard over the radio that Kennedy had been wounded.
I immediately put on TV and got the even more frightening
news of Kennedy's death. C. told me the next day that he
wanted to call and tell me personally rather than have me
find out through impersonal sources. "
She went on, "It was as if Kennedy were a person al
friend or relative of mine and C. didn 't want me to find
out about it from a public impersonal source. And then for
two or thre e days following I kept getting personal calls
of condolence from all my Italian friends , and even from
Italians whom I hadn 't seen or heard from in over four
years. "
She continued , "The shock of this event over here — and
it was the same in other foreign countries — has been absolutely unbelievable. It is hard to get through the hard crust
of the Italians — they 're very blase about everything, and
the only time I' ve seen anything like it , and then not to such
an extent as it was spread over a longer time , was Pope
John 's death;~All the Italians assured me they had been in
tears."
"But what is so fantastic ," she went on , "is that they
all wanted me to know how they felt and that they were sorry
for me , and for all Americans and indeed for everyone everywhere. It was very touching. I thought you should know
what he meant to the world . It's a kind of sympathy and good
will we've been trying for years to buy, barter or beg. And
here was one man who managed it. And believe me , it was
that one man. "
From Rosano, Argentina ,
came a letter from former
Winonan Mrs. Lloyd Bundy
to her good friends Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Hammond. The
Bundys are living in Rosario
where Mr. Bundy is with the
John Deere Co. She told of
how while four of them were
playing cards the maid came
bursting in . weeping, and
told them ot the news flash.
Then four other people telephoned to tell them.
Mrs. Bundy wrote , "We
were all surprised how most
of the people felt. Strangers
would stop us on the street
and tell us how sorry they
were , and the next day our
telep hone rang itself off the
wall. All o u r Argentine
friends extended their sympathy. The government declared three days of mourning with all flags at half
mast. "
She went on , "We have a

beautiful monument to the
flags of all nations and it
was beautiful to see them all
flying at half mast. On Monday the Americans here in
Rosario held a memorial
service at the Flag Monument , and ' we presumed
there would be only Americans there. Much to our surprise it was filled with Argentines , too. There were at
least 3,000 people and you
could have heard a pin drop.
The service was short but
beautiful — both in English
and then in Spanish . . . We
have never seen the woman
from whom we rent our
apartment , but she sent us a
telegram of sympathy. The
night of our service there
was a Mass in the cathedral ,
too , and it was so crowded
that people were standing
out in the street, All the consuls from various nations attended both services , and
the flowers we re beautiful. "

from Munich , Germany, came another reaction from a
young American cousin of mine , Murnie Leicht , who has
worked up lo an important post in the diplomatic .service ~
Vice Consul in Munich. Like Peggy Lucas Gunther , she was
told the news by a native who wanted to spare her getting
it impersonally. The reaction in Munich: First incredulity,
then fear that the world would be at war in '24 hours , then
great pity for Lyndon Johnson , then "deep anger that somebody could have done such a puiely ev il thing, and an American nt that. " She wrote , "It was very touching and amazing how deeply the Germans were affected. They really
felt as great y sense of loss as we did. "
"Saturday night ," she wrote , "the students of Munich
University made a spontaneous torchlight march to our consulate. Ten thousand people gathered jn front of the consulate , and the Bavari an Land president and tlie Lord Mayor
of Munich spoke. Sunday all American priests had been
given special dispensation by the Pope to say requiem Masses
- a thing which my priest friends told me had never before happened and prolubly would never again. As Father
Put said , Kennedy wai the figure ol this century, but It
wasn 't realized until he died ."
The great event , the premiere of the bra ml new Munich
Opera House , the largest in Germany, was held Friday night.
When the news flush cume the performance was abruptly
.stopped and the audience went home to turn on their radios.
Murnie wrote of the final memorial service held in the
great mediaeval cathedral of Fruucndiim with its vast vaulted ceiling and twin spire.. . Some 2,500 people were packed
into the churc h which holds a thousand.
"The milit ary all wore formal uniforms with medals , the
cily officials their robes and chains of office , and the knighted
civilians their church uniforms. But what really undid Ihe
American grou;> was when the bishop ^nve a eulogy in English. His accent , hi.s sweet saddened and heartfelt sympathy
brought tears streaming even fidm the men 1 shall never
forget the tributes Ihrou tf hout Germany , and the whole world ,
I gues.N. People just didn 't realize the esteem , love and dependence they had for Kennedy. I hope it comforts Jackie in
some way. "
At year ' s end everyone , perhaps all over Ihe world , has
that feeling of loss thai makes troubled hum ans draw logelher for comfort. Hopefully , a new fueling <>( tolerance for
carh ot her 's views may come out of this world .sorrow.

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago I was given a set of dishes
which I liked very much. The plates were large with a
beautiful rosebud in the center. While sharing one of my
cakes, I sent it over on one of these lovely plates. Now , the
plate graces my neighbor's china cabinet. She has it standing
up, glued down. I would like to have that plate back. Should
I say anything?
A NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: Certainly. Say, "Oh there is my
plate! Do you rnixid if I take it home with me?" And I
hope your neighbor doesn't become "unglued" while prying the plate loose. P.S. Nex t time, send paper plates. .
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SINNED" : A woman can forgive
a man almost anything — if he will only ask to be forgiven.
What' s on your mind? For a personal reply , send a
self-addressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Tippit Fund
Over $400,000

John Wayne,
DALLAS, Tex. (AP) - Con- Rita Hayworth
tributions in 1,500 letters processed Thursday raised the J.D.
Tippit fund to beyond $400,000.
The total stood at $405,301.81 Flee Tent Fire

when counters at police headquarters quit for the day.
Lt. V. K. Hipskind said the
tabulation crew still has 7V_
mail sacks to process. At an average of 3,000 letter to a sack,
that means rougly 22,500 letters.
The fund is being raised for
the family of a Dallas policeman who was slain as he questioned a suspect in the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy.
¦
!

Guards to Remain
At Kennedy Grave

MADRID (AP)-John Wayne,
Rita Hayworth and other film
personalities fled for their lives
Thursday from a blazing circus
tent.
Studio officials gave this account :
The tent was being used for
the filming of . a circus fire —
but. an unexpected , breeze set
the flames blazing the wrong
way. About 40 square feet of
the top of the tent fell.
i
Wayne, working in the scene
for the film , "Circus World , "
ran to safety, So did Rita Hayworth and another star , Claudia Cardinale, director Henry
Hathaway and more than 75
other technicians and workers.
An elephant , a lion and other
animals had to be moved as a
prccuation.
Firemen s o o n
brought the lire under control.

WASHINGTON l/P) — The special detail of guards at President Kennedy 's grave "will remain until the volume of visitors
is reduced to a level which will
permit their withdrawal ," the
others control traffic in the area
Army said today.
That may be a long time. Hun- between 7:30 a.m. and 5:30
dreds of persons go to the grave p.m., daily.
in Arlington National Cemetery
each day.
At present , three men are on
duty at the gravesite and four

Kline Given
Freedom for
Court Appeal

ST. PAUL (AP ) — A new
order was issued by the Minnesota Supreme Court Thursday
permitting Marvin L, Kline to
remain free while he appeals
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Kline was convicted in April
1961 of grand larceny for raising
his own salary while directing
activities of the Sister Kenny
Foundation. Kline was sentenced
to 10 years in prison .
In a later , separate case 5 n
federal court , Kline was convicted of fraud along with four
other persons associated with
the foundation .
The state Supreme Court affirmed the conviction in i the
grand larceny case.
The 30-day suspension of sentence for Kline's appeal expired
today, but Chief Justice Osca.
Knutson signed an order for an
indefinite suspension to carry,
out the appeal.
The order stays in effect until the case is finally disposed of
by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Maiden Rock
Youth at
Johnson Ranch
JOHNSON CITY , Tex. l-R Jack Olsen of Maiden Rock,
Wis., arrived at the ranch of
President Johnson Thursday to
resume his role as escort for
16-year-old Lucy Baines John' '
son. ' ¦ ¦ - . ,
The 18-year-old Olsen, a University of Wisconsin freshman ,
was with the Johnsons for
Thanksgiving dinner and squired Lucy on a dinner date in
Washington , D. €.,.. before the
Johnsons left for Christmas in
Texas. The date was duly watched by Lucy 's secret service escort.
As Olsen was arriving, th»
finance of 19-year-old Lindy
Bird Johnson was l e a v i n g .
Young naval Lt. JG Bernard
Rosenhach of Comfort , Tex.,
left to rejo in his ship at Jacksonville , Fla.
¦
HAS SURGERY
Roger Sandsness, 470 W. 4th
St., son of .Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sandsness. underwent knee surgery at St. Mary 's Hospital,
Rochester , Tuesday. Roger is a
Daily News carrier.
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Sunday, Dec. 29

DANCE

SATURDAY NITE
TEAMSTERS CLUB
208 East Third St.
Member*

Music by Gordy Bcyum
and His Orchestra
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Minnesota Auto
Tax Exceeded
By Only 1 State

By J. W. DAVfS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP ) - About
the time you get Christmas paid
for, it will be time for another
annual expense — automobile
tags.
This is an item that has been
going up generally, with more
and more cities and towns getting into the act along with the
states.
The top charges run as high
as $72.95, in Oklahoma, and
$69.35 , in Minnesota.

A mass of information has
been gathered about car tags by
the American Automobile Association and the National Geographic Society,
For one thing, there seems to
be a trend toward making the
tags good for more than one
year. Nineteen states now issue
stickers or tabs instead of requiring an annual replacement
of plates.
Also, more states each year
are using reflective plates.
These cost a little extra to
make, how much depending on
how many years they are supposed to last.
The average cost of manufacturing tags runs about 15 to CO
cents. Nearly all are made by
prison labor. The size is now a
standard 12 by 6 inches, afte r
many years of variety.
Various states like to use the
tags to advertise their special
qualities or attractions. Only infrequentl y is there any objection
from car owners, but it was reported recently that one citizen
threatened to go to court to prevent New York from advertising
its world fair on his 1964 plates.
Registration of autos began in
1901, in New York State. The
need was obvious—to help identify a car that was stolen or involved in an accident. At the
beginning the revenue didn 't
amount to much—$1 a car.
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Soma Suggested Annual Vines
It has been a year or so, we believe, since we have talked
about annual vines and have perhaps unduly neglected these valuable plants for temporary home landscaping. It might be well for
the gardener to consider one or two varieties of annual vines
when making plans for spring.
Annual vines are very useful , if used discreetly about the
yard , for their rapid growth and abundance of colorful flowers.
They can be used as showy fillers while perenni al vines are being established, or for temporary locations that are in need of
_a_a t giuw i-.g covers, nicy wm

Fair, Dry
Weather for
Most of U.S.

By THE ASSOCIArED PRESS
Fair , dry weather covered
most of the nation today, but
parts of the Midwest and New
England were stung with subzero temperatures.
The coldest temperature reported, was in Old Town, Maine,
where the mercury dipped to
-25.

give a decorative effect on
fences, buildings, walls, or
even on old stumps. They are
usually tall and rampant growers and will give color at a
height considerably above the
usual flowers. For a temporary
screen, or for hiding unsightly
views, they can be considered
as being indispensable in many
cases.
Most of the annual vines like
full sun and a fairly rich , porous soil. They can be sown
directly in the location where
they are to grow just as soon
as the ground warms up in the
spring. After germination the
seedlings can be thinned to
stand about a foot apart . For
earlier flowering, the seeds can
be started indoors and later
transplanted to the open ground
just the same as any other annuals.

International Falls, Minn.,
which stays in deep freeze for
months, was -1.
Elsewhere, relatively mild
temperatures prevailed. The THE MORNING glory is one
Weather Bureau said the mild- of the showiest of all of the
ness will remain static for sev- i annual vines and is very popueral more day s at least , with 1 lar. The newer varieties have
the possibility of some snowfall larger flowers than the old-fashin many areas.
ioned mixed kinds and bloom
Some snow fell early today in more profusely.
the upper Mississippi Valley, ; Probably the favorite morning
Great Lakes and southern New glory at the present time is the
England. The upper Ohio Valley j variety Heavenly Blue, since
and lower Great Lakes regions I it is the one most commonly
were slickened with drizzle and seen . A good white variety is
rain in subfree_in g tempera- ! Pearly G-ates with blooms as
tures.
I
large as the blue kind. A smallSnow also fell in Che northern flowered , early blooming type
Rockies and northern Plateau ' with light crimson blossoms is
region with 1-3 inches of new the variety Crimson Rambler,
accumulations in some places. evidently named from the wellThere has always been a spe- Light rain dampened north- known rambler rose.
cial appeal in low numbers, western California, western
these usually being reserved for Washington and western Ore- The Cardinal Climber is an
old. favorite with some gardentop state officials. Peculiar com- gon .
ers , although it is not as genebinations also are popular
rally grown as the morning glorA Wisconsin man named Ole
ies. It will grow to a height of
Lee managed to get plates
fifteen feet in good soil with a
numbered 337-370 which he put
sunny exposure. This is one of
on upside down , to spell his
the most beautiful of annual
name. Mickey Mantle , whose
vines with its glossy green and
baseball uniform carries the
finely cut foliage and bright
number 7, got plates with the
scarlet flowers.
It usually
number 77-77777. Heavyweight
blooms earlier than the morning
boxer Rocky Marciano once had
the letters KO.
glories and continues to flower
By paying an extra fee Conuntil frost.
By
THE
ASSOCIATED
PRESS
necticut car owners have been
allowed to get Special combina- The deaths of two men, one of ANOTHER ATTRACTIVE antions of four letters. Two teen- whom was rolling a log across nual vine both as to flower and
aged friends had galoppies that a busy Milwaukee street, have foliage is the Scarlet Runner
sported rock and roll. A man raised the 1963 Wisconsin traf- bean that will reach a hei ght of
named Krout was happy with fic toll to 888, compared with 12 feet under good growing con947 on this date a year ago. ditions. This is a twining vine
tags reading sour.
Milwaukee police said Frank that will do well on trellises , arHefc»ein, 62 . was struck by a bors , or fences. The flowers are
car and killed as he rolled a a bright scarlet and are produclog across heavily-traveled West ed in large showy clusters. The
Capitol Drive Thursday night. young beans are edible in the
He had gotten the log from a
,
city forestry crew which had green shell stage although the
vine
is
grown
primarily
as an
beer trimming trees in the . rea
and was taking it home for fire- ornamental.
wood. The driver of the car The Passion-Flower i.s a vine
BUDGET PLAN
that is usually classed as an
was not held.
COAL AND OIL
Albert Lietz, 28, of Rib Lake, annual in northern areas , aldied Thursday of injuries re- though i.s will sometimes surceived Sunday when he was vive the winters with a heavy
struck
by a car while changing mulch of leaves or straw. GrowPHONE 2314
a
tire
on his auto on Highway ing to a height of 10 feet, or
Radio-Dispatched Equipment
more, it produces many beauti102 in Rib Lake.
ful round blossoms about two
inches across , in color a combination of white , green , blue
and purp le. It is easily grown
9 a-m. ihrou K h 5 p.m.
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSK I
from cuttings which can he
taken in the fall before frost
Saturday 9 t o l 2:30
DR. M AX L DEBOLT
and rooted indoors. Some gardeners are very partial to this
• Optomvtrlmt *
vine and its popularity i.s growP HONF BS,.0 - ..fi31
ing.
T H I R D A N D M A P - S IB .

Man Rolling Log
Over Milwaukee
Street Is Killed
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THE .VNN T .L moonflow r-r,
closely related to the morning
glory, is a strong growing vine
that will attain a height of 2C
feet under good conditions. The
large trumpet-shaped flowers ,
about six inches across , are
white or pink. The leaves are
very large and heart-shaped.
Seeds can be started indoors
and then transp lanted where
they are to grow for earlier
flowering.
Then , of course , thprF-vare
the small ornamenta l gourd
vines than can he/grown on
fences , trellises , strings or other
supports. The odcTwiapes. small
sizes and peculia r markings ol
Ihe little f ioinm make them nttracl ive ay ornaments . When
rjpe. then can bo polished , or
varnished , and used ns autumn
nnd winter d.orations in bowls
and baskets.
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Senate Meets,
Adjourns
Until Monday

Judges Select
Lighting Winners
At Spring Grove

Quie 'At Home'
iSchedule Listed

SPRIN"G GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — Prizes were offered for
Christmas decorations in three
classes by the Buds and Blossoms Garden Club,
Winners of first , second and
WASHINGTON CAP)-It took
only two seconds today for the third, respectively, in the comSenate to convene and adjourn ! mercial c l a s s were S p r i n g
until 10 a.m. Monday when it |<-rove Builders , Quality Hardwill act on final passage of the i ware and Ulven Drug; religious
controversial $3-billion foreign- I class, Mr. and Mrs. Sanford
aid bill. That action will pave ' Morken , Mr. and Mrs. James
the way for adjournment until j Evenson and Mr. and Mrs . Ernest EIIi:igson , and non-religious,
Jan. 7.
i
The pro form a session was ; Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Dvergsten.
adjourned by Sen. Lee Metcalf , ; Mr. and Mrs. Obert Dahle and
D-Mont., almost as soon as he Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Ellingson.
sat down as presiding officer.
The previous record of a threesecond session, established last
July 5, was tied Aug. 3.
Only Sens. William Proxmire ,
D-Wis.; Wayne Morse, D-Ore.,
and Thomas H. Kuchel , RCalif., the GOP whi p, were on
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special ) —
hard when the quickie cere- Arcadia Credit Union directors
mony took place. Under previ- have authorized payment of a
ous agreement , no business was 4 percent dividend on shares.
permitted. The session was necJoseph Dorf , field representaessary to comply with Senate tive of the state organization ,
rules requiring a meeting every commended the board and credthree days.
it committee on operations the
last six months. He said Arcadia has one of the fastest
growig credit unions established
this year. It has 105 members
with $12,500 in shares invested.
Plans were made for the an)
(AP
For
the
TORONTO
second year in a row. Canadian nual meeting the latter part of
editors have voted John F. Ken- January .
¦
.
nedy the world' s leading maker
of news. A poll of the editors
was announced today by the
Canadian Press.

CALEDONIA, Minn. ( Special )
MABEL . Minn. (Special) — — "Golden Memories" is tha
Miss Linda Frances Tingesdal . theme of the annual Charity
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.or- Ball to be held tonight at St.
ren Tingesda l . Mabel , became Mary 's Auditorium.
the bride of Pvt . Verdon Sten- Court Caledonia, Catholic
nes. son of Mr . and Mrs. Harry Daughters of America , sponsors
Stennes, Mabel , Saturday eve- of the party, will be hostesses.
ning at Mabel First Lutheran Dancing will be from 9 a.m. to
Church. The Rev. Bruce Boyce 1 a.m. with music by the Gorofficiated.
don Boyum Orchestra. Lunch
Miss Hazel Shriven played the will be served during the evenuptial music and Mrs. Larry ning.
Miller was soloist.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father , was attired in
a gown of lace over taffeta ,
fashioned with a fitted bodice
and scoop neckline embroidered
with iridescent sequins. The PIGEON FALLS, Wis. - Arbouffant skirt had ruffles of tulle mand Burt and Eunice Hjorneedged with lace at the front vik were united in marriage at
and a plain lace back . She wore the Evangelical L u t h e r a n
a veil which fell from a crown, Church at Pigeon Falls Satur!_h_ carried a lace covered Bible day afternoon.
topped with red sweetheart The ceremony was performed
tonped with red Sweetheart by the Rev . David M. Bey.
ers.
The couple was attended by
Film Series Slated
Mrs . Gary Vick was matron Mr . and Mrs. Norman Hegge,
By Eleva Lutherans
of honor and Miss Phyllis Sten- brother-in-law and sister of tha
ELEVA , Wis. — A film de- nes. sister of the groom, was groom.
picting the life of Christ will bridesmaid. They wore roval The bride wore a brown suit
be presented in 12 episodes of blue street-length dresses with with brown accessories and a
30 minutes each at Eleva Lu- matching headpieces. They car- corsage of red roses.
theran C h u r c h Wednesdays ried bouquets of white carna- Her attendant wore a rust
tions. Xaurie St. Mary was flow- dress with brown accessories
starting at 8 p.m. Jan. 8.
girl .
.
er
and her corsage was of pink
The series begins with the
The groom was attended by roses .
prophesies of Isaiah during the
reign of Hezekiah and is a com- Merlin Hanson as best man. Mr . and Mrs. Burt are at
plete pictorial account of events Ushers were David Olson and home at their residence at Pifrom the nativity through the Duane Stennes , St. Charles, geon Falls.
crucifixion and the resurrection. Minn. Wade Johnson was ringoearer. Groomsman was Ricky
The public is invited.
Tingesdali brother of the bride.
¦ Candlelighters were Lorren
Tingesdal: Jr. . brother of the
LOS ANGELES .( AP)—A fedbride, and Paul Hanson .
eral grand jury will continue
Following the ceremony a re- SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spedeliberations Jan? 2 on the
ception for 150 guests was held ial) — Joan Deters , daughter
Frank Sinatra Jr. kidnap case.
in the church parlors . Assisting c
of Mr
Mrs. Albert Deters,
The jury began studying evir
, at the reception were Mmes. Spring. and
Grove, received the
dence Thursday against three Director Dorothy B. Magnus, Juanita Michelson . Florence
men jailed by the FBI and the Wenonah Players, Winona Proctor . Marion Olson , Regi- Daughters of the American Revcharged with the Dec. 8 abduc- State College, and the city of nald Olson. Cyrus Hanson . Earl olution citizenship award for
W i n o n a received nationwide Stennes. Noris Bakke and Don- the Spring Grove High School,
tion of the young singer.
The three are John William publicly in the December edi- ald Vang, the Misses Sandra i She is a member of the NaIrwin , 42; Barry Worthingtor tion of the Educational Theatre Olson . Renee Williams. Karen tional Honor Society, was Girl
Keenan , 23, and Joseph Clyde Journal. The story was about Olson. Beverly Treangen. Phyl- | State alternate and active in all
the fi rst college theater produc- lis Tollefson. Barbara Michel- ( school activities. She will reAmsler . 23.
tion of "Ghosts" in the nation son. Alice Proctor, and Carol ; ceive a certificate and a pin
i from the DAR and will be
at the famous Guthrie Theatre,
Spring Grove Student Minneapolis, on Nov. 9. The Stennes.
The bride and groom are both j1 eligible to participate in the
story is one of the leading ar- graduates of Mabel High School. district contest .¦
Wins Speech Contest ticles
in the news section of the The bride has been employed !
^nnncnrflrl hv V F W
magazine.
as secretary at the Odell Lee TREMPEALEAU EMPLOYE
The Journal , official publica- Agency. Mabel. Prior to enter- WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spe- tion of American Educational ing military
service, the groom —Robert Myhre, Osseo, has
cial) — A Spring Grove stu- Theatre Association , is the top
: was employed at the Mabel been hired as payroll clerk in
dent was selected to represent ranking scholarly quarterly of Creamery.
t" e Trempealeau County highHouston County in the state the college and university thea- The couole left Christmas way office by James Steen,
VFW-sponsored "The Challenge ters in the United States. Miss Day for Fort Hood, Texas, county highway commissioner.
of Citizenship " contest.
Magnus is one of six women where the groom is stationed Myhre replaces the late Abner
Susan Wold's tape-recorded in the nation to hold honorary with the Army.
Lee.
speech will compete with other life membership in AETA .
county ¦winners at St. Paul. The
Also appearing in the October
state winner will receive an all- edition of another national pub- Johnsons to Note
expense-paid trip to Washing- lication. Players Magazine, is a
ton , D.C., Philadeplhia and Val - review by Miss Magnus of a new 50th Ann iversary
ley Forge, Pa., plus an oppor- play , "Daughter of Silence. "
FOUNTAIN. Minn —Mr. and
tunity to compete for national
Mrs. Hiram Johnson, Fountain ,
scholarships.
will celebrate their golden wedSpring Grove Girl
Susan is a daughter of Mr.
ding annive.sary New Year 's
-* r and Mrs. Hildus Wold , Mabel . Enasaed to Marrv
Day. There will be open house
She is a jun ior and active in
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Spe- ! and a reception at the Fountain
CRYSTAL CLEAR
band, choir, on the yearbook cial)
Mr. and Mrs. Knut i School gym from 2 to 5 p.rn.
staff and other extra-curricular Myhre —
, Spring Grove, announce I Mr. Johnson , president of the
activities. Timothy Kuss also the engagement
of their daught- j First State Bank of Fountain ,
entered from Spring Grove.
from
er, Miss Anna Marie Myhre, to ( has been in the banking busi.
ness
for
57
years
and
is
a
mernWilliam C. Bowers of Cairo.
III. Miss Myhre is a graduate i, ber of the Pioneer Club of MinJaycees Discussed
He has been
of the Spring Grove High School nesota Bankers.
treasurer of the Village of Foun- Automatic till service \* our specialty.
)
For Spring Grove
|and of the Professional Busi- tain more than 40 years.
ness Institute in Minneapolis.
Commercial Club
She is employed as a medical
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spe- labratory and X-ray technician
ciel) — Organization , goals, ac- in Cairo.
tivities and projects of the JunMr. Bowers is the son of Mr.
ior Chamber of Commerce were and Mrs. Joseph Joe of Cairo.
explained by Allen Skogebo , na- ! He is a member of the Marine
tional director , and Donald Lar- Corps and is stationed at Parris
|
A ^A ^A ^A ^A ^
son , area director , at the Com- Island, S. C. A March wedding
mercial Club meeting Monday is planned.
night. They were introduced by
Robert Hil'lman , club president.
CORRF.CTION
Dr. V. E. Homuth reported on
The engagement of Miss Ter¦^H ^MM f k
\
the reasons for the forthcom ing ry Elizabeth Patterson , West- ¦ Values to
_____¦
________________
¦
closed noon hour at the local field , N. J ., and Second Lt.
r
(
Balance of
M^9 ^^M^^^A ^_
W
school. Discussion followed. Den- Douglas Burr Robinson Jr., \
nis Schroeder discussed the Lawton , Okla., son of Mr. and
progress of the basketball team. Mrs . I). R. Robinson , Pleasant
Hillman announced that March Valley, Minn., will be announced
Ifi i.s the tentative dnte for the Saturday at a party at the home
athletic hanqu et.
Values to
^H
of.the bride-elect 's parents, Mr.
^^K YARD
I
^H
^
Dinner was served at the club- and Airs . Albert C. Patterson.
rooms hy the American Lefiion Westficld.
Auxiliary .
The couple will be married in
Westfield Feb. 15 and not Saturday as was inadvertently
Mrs. Onsgard Cited
stated in Thursday 's Daily
(SpeSPRING GROVE, Minn.
News .
cial) — Mrs. Owen Onsgard ,
,
has
been
presentOSSEO ROD AND G I N
Spring drove
ed a service award by David
OSSCO, Wis.-The Osseo Rod
,). Wick , Albert hen. president k Gun Club will have a special
of the Minnesota Society foi meetiup; Thursday night at the
Crippled Children. She was city hall to plan for its ice fish214 Mankoto Ave.
Phone 9175
Houston County chairman many ing contest on I,nke . Martha !
^
'
years.
Jan.
3?..
President
Red
Erickson
¦
will preside.
Bl 'Y IIOMK AT BLAIR
RLA131, Wis. (SpecialI - Mr.
and ink Roger Anderson have
purchnsVl the residence of Mis .s
Alice Thorbiis on Peterson Avej
j
j
nue. M is.sV Tliorbus now i.s ;it
Bethany Iiiilhrr.in Home , La
( Yos.se.
)

Arcadia Credit
Unio n Declares
Dividend of 4%

Canadian Editors
Vote for Kennedy

Grand Jury to
Get Sinatra Case

NIXON

(Continued fro m Pag . 1) •
Pennsylvania received only a
handful of votes on both questions in the first survey. In the
second, he was named by 44 respondents as the "strongest
candidat e" and 39 as most likely to be nominated.
The poll reflected a drastic
revision of Republican opinion
as a result of the assassination
of Kennedy. A number of those
who replied said they were
"confused, " "undecided, " or
"too early to say."
Goldwater 's strength , as before , came mainly from the
South , the Middle West and the
West.
The G OP convention is scheduled to open in San Francisco
July 13 with a tentative apportionment of 1.308 delegate votes.
Needed 1o win will be 655 votes.
Lodge shot into the running
after reports circulated th at Eisenhower had urged him to consider trying for the nomination.
The former president and Lodge
have not confirmed the report.
Replies to the questionnaire
i n d i c a t e that Goldwater's
strength has been eroded , primarily , by two factors—President Johnson 's reputation as a
middle-of-the-roader , and the
belief that the South will stay in
the Democratic column for a fellow Southerner , whereas, in a
Goldwater - Kennedy race , the
Republicans might have carried some Southern states.
"I was a Goldwater man, "
said Eugene Bookhammer of
Delaware , "but I think he 's
done now . assuming President
Johnson gets the (Democratic )
nomination. T h i n g s are now
changed with respect to civil
rights , conservatism and other
issues. "
In Georgia, Walter Niteher ol
Columbus said of Ihe situation
there:
"He (Goldwater ) was the opposite of the civil rights movement , the opposite of the man
the South opposed , and the opposite of the Eastern liberal.
With all those factors removed ,
he loses a good part of his
strength ."
However, a number of respondents in all sections of the
country disagreed . Said Mrs. V,
l\. Moffat , of Colorado , a Goldwater supporter :
"I do not believe the basic issues have changed, as President
.lohnson has vowed he will carry on the Kennedy program and
keep the Kennedy Cabinet . It is
still liberalism vs. conservatism. "
~
'~'V- nTr___l»«r of rcs|)»nii«>nls, noting that NtKon nearl y won the
presiden cyJii_l 9fi0, said he has
an even oettcrv chance next
year . An I n d i a\ a chairman
wrote:
\
"I do not believe Johnson has
flic following Kennedy had. |f
Nixon can run as good a race as
before, he .should win. "
Hoekefpllcr ' .. divorce and rern.irringe again were cited as
reasons why respondents said
he is not the strongest GOP candidate.
A number of those repl ying
said the nomination is "' up for
grabs " and predicted a dark
horse would win it. Jn this category , Sc i' iinton ' s name wns fremientlv ment ioned.

First District residents will
have several opportunities to
meet their congressman within
the next two weeks ,
Cong. Albert H. Quie starts a
two-week .series of appearances
next Thursday, including talks
to civic groups and office sessions at central points for individual consultations.
Office hours for Winona County residents will be Jan. 10 from
2 to 5 p.m. at the veterans service office in the county courthouse. Other area schedules :
Jan. 9—9 to 11 a.m., Olmsted County, Rochester; 2 to 5
p. m., Goodhue County, courthouse, Red Wing.
Jan. 10—9 to 11 a.m., Wabasha County, Wabasha , courthouse.
Jan. 11—9 to 11 a.m. . Houston
County, Caledonia , courthouse:
2 to 5 p:m., Fillmore County ,
Chatfield.

Annua l Charity
Ball Is Toni ght

Linda Tingesdal
Becomes Bride
Of Verdon Stennes

Hjornev ik-Burt
Vows Exchanged

Joan Deters
Receives A ward

Miss Magnus ,
College Players
Receive Acclaim
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MADISON , Wis. i/li — The
numbe r p i polio eases reported
in Wisconsin up to mid-December lotn|od il , compared to 12 in
Ihe .sinilvoeriod a year ago , tlw
State Board of Healt h report eel
lotlnv .
\
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Survey Establishes

HOW DO YOU STAND/ SIR?

Newspapers Irreplaceable
NEWSPAPERS , FROM an objective
appraisal , have the assurance that they
are irreplaceable for both their news coverage and their advertising.
Time Magazine reports that Dr. Ernest
Dichter 's Institute for Motivational Research has produced some hard facts about
newspapers and television —- and they are
objective since the survey involved no fee
at all.
A year ago when Manhattan 's seven dailies were about to be shut down by a strike ,
the institute saw a chance to prove the
values of various news media. Finding no
publishers or broadcasters willing to pay
for the study, the institute, at its own expense, interviewed at length 530 New Yorkers before , during and after the strike.
SAYS TIME Magaiine:

"Before the strike, fully 83 percent of
those interviewed thought television and
radio news coverage excellent; only 6 percent said it was poor. During the strike,
TV beefed up news and commentary, while
some radio stations programmed news nonstop. Yet the stud y discovered that as the
strike wore on , viewers without papers
found broadcast news increasingly thin
and monotonous. By the end of 114 newspaperless days , only 16 percent thought TV
and ra dio had done an excellent job , another 16 percent found them no more than
satisfactory, and 68 percent said that TV
and radio news was poor."
One faul t expressed about radio and TV
Is that they broadcast the same news over
and over , and that when something interesting is mentioned it often tends "to slide "
past the listener. In contrast , the newspaper
reader , at his own leisure , can follow the
path of his own news interests guided by
headlines, and at his own pace.
WHILE TV is strong in entertainment ,

as far as news is concerned; the printed
word is presumably well ahead of the
spoken word , as far as the general public
is concerned.
' •' ¦
' '

County Reform
Still Needed
GOV. JOHN Reynolds has signed into
law a measure authorizing county administrators in all Wisconsin counties.
It does not meet the need for real reform of the system of county government ,
however.
The office of county administration , also known as the county executive, may be
created in any county t>y a resolution
adopted by its county board. The administrator 's salary . and powers would be determined by the individual county board.
The term of office would be for two years,
whether named by the county board or
elected at a county wide election.
THE

ADMINISTRATOR

would

have

powers to coordinate and direct all administrative and management functions not
vested in boards or commissions: appoint
heads of departments: and appoint when
given the power by the county board or
county commissions.

It is obvious that the office will be just
what the board members want it to be because the supervisors now have the power
of appointment.
It is also too apparent that the law does
not get at the basic problems . In Da ne
County and many other industrialized counties with growing problems , a complete
overhaul of county board government is
necessary.
THE COUNTY

boards are

too

large

with an overbalance of rural representation. The re sident of a populous area, such
as Madison , has fractional representation.
Government by county board committees
is antiquated ,
If the passage of the county administrator law can be considered a sign that
the Legislature is starting to recognize t h e
pli ght of Wisconsin 's gr owing industrialized counties , then it may be encouraging.
Hut by itself , it certainl y is not enough-aft er the legislators defeated the county
government reorganization bills during the
past several sessions.
IT IS NOW up to the Legislative Council to prepare legislation for 1 .)(> !) which
will meet the needs of many counties , -Wisconsin State .Journal , Madison.
¦
A man with kidneys transp lanted from
a chimpanzee i.s apparently healthy. That ' s
fine — but a diet of bananas is K oing lo
get awfull y monotonous.
¦
Known unto God are all his works from llir
beginnin g of the world, Acts 15:IK.
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IN CONNECTION with the last point , I want
to emphasize that any such reduction in tax
rates should be accompanied by comparable or
heavier cuts in the rale of federal expenditures.
It can do our economy nothing but harm to
carry through a tax reduction program while
at the same time increasing the rate of public
spending.
This, of course, is the major objection to
the present administration 's tax bill. It is being sought at a time of heavy and continuing
deficit and is just as ridiculous as a wage earner increasing his expenditures about the time
he accepts a cut in pay.
Above all , the thing that must be guarded
against in any sizable revamping of the federal tax system is inflation.
My principal fear is that if the administration succeeds in getting a sizable tax reduction without cutting public spending, the dollar will lose more of its purchasing power in
the immediate future. This would work a particular hardship on our older citizens who live
on fixed incomes , for there is nothing they can
do about it but try and tighten their belts
when the value of their dollars shrinks.
TO RETURN lo my original point , I believe
there are many things wrong with the federal
tax system which could be corrected.
But abolishing the income tax is an impossibility which I have never suggested nor
thought about.
How do you stand, sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Yea rs Ago . . . 1953

The Rev. Roy E. -Litcrski , son ot Mr. and
Mrs. Frank l.iterski , was ordaine d at the North
American College, Rome, Italy, and will celebrate hi.s first Mass at the Church of St. Andrews there. His mother and a cousin , Miss
Gertrude Berzinski , arc attending the services.
Louis 7. Fischer , manager of the Winona
Western Union telegraph office , received a gold
watch in honor of 50 years of service with the
firm.

Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938

Miss Klla Clark of the Phelps School faculty nnd Mrs. C. L. Simmers , have been appointed as new chairmen of the motion picture
and visual education and personnel committees , ol thi ' Minnesota Con^res.. of Parents and
Teachers.
,
.1 . A . Wy dig ram , manager and buyer for
I lie dress goods department of II . Choate and
Co., uuictlv observed his Both birthday.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913

The IJiil.ota Stale bank in Dakota village
will open its doors for business Jan, 2. W. II .
Harrington i.s president : .1, W. Uoncliower , vice
president , and II. .1. Chard , cashier. The capit al is $1!> .U()0 and the surp lus $:i , ()0().
Miss Mildred Shaii^hnessy i.s home from
Havre , Mont. , where she has Ix'en teaching in
the public schools.

Seventy-F ive Year s Ago . . . 1888

Articles of incorporation have been filed of
Hie Wood workers Mutua l Kin; Insurance Co. Incorporators are Marie S , Youiiians , Ahner F,
llodgins , IMalbew (I. Norton , -lames I,. Norton , Hosco. Morton , Charles 1 lorton , Andrew
Hamilton . W i l l i a m
Hayes, .md Charles B.
Boolhe , all of Winona.
Wolf scal ps do not appear to he coming In
as rapidl y as during former winters , Only one
lias been presented at the auditor ' s office so
far.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1863
A child was hapti/.ed in the Kpiscopal
church , having the name of Stonewall Jackson
bestowed upon il , II is lo be hoped t hat the
unconscious infant may not he traine d up a
traitor lo hi.s country.
¦

A n e w camera w i t h .. (! louses ph olog i a p lis in all directions at one- .. This ought
to com. in handy keep ine, talis on Democratic vice presidential aspirants.

To Your Good Health
¦*wmmmmm—mm--m—ua——^—m—mmmmi—
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Anemia
Can Make
Nails Pale

- Let(Editor '* Note .
ters mutt be temperate ,
oj reasonable lengrth and
signed by the writer.
Bona fide names of all
letter-writer.'! will be
published. No religious ,
medical or persoruil controvers ies are acceptable.)

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER
Among the many misrepresentations of my
position on public issues, perh aps the most
ridiculous is the charge that I would like to
abolish the federal income tax.
Although I have never even vaguely suggested such a course, I still get an occasional
letter asking me how . this could be done.
I suppose everyono in America—certainly
every wage earner—would like to see the federal income tax abolished . But that doesn 't
mean that -it could be done or that any responsible persons would seriously entertain the
nouon.
This, of course, does not
mean that I believe we have
an efficient , fair and equitable
system of federal taxation.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. I believe there are
many very serious deficiencies
in the federal income tax which
should be remedied as quickly
as possible.
But abolition is the answer
to nothing. It would create very

to the whole, business of tunning the government—the largest business in the world today .
It takes money—and great amounts of it—to
carry out the legitimate functions of the federal system. If you abolished the income tax ,
the government couldn 't pay its bills for essential services , and chaos would result.
WITH THIS thoroughly understood , I have
no hesitancy in stating that I believe the steep
rate of progession in our individual income
taxes is punitive in nature and should be scaled
down, I believe that a flatter rate could produce all the receipts we need and at the same
time cut out much of the red tape that currently bogs down our taxpaying citizens.
Frankly, I believe that our entire tax system
could stand a thorough overhauling. I think it
could be revamped from top to bottom with
four paramount aims:
(1) To increase the flow of investment capital into business, industry and commerce and
thereby stimulate the creation of good, permanent jobs for our expanding work force.
(2) To cut down as much as possible on
the paperwork which is presently placed on
the average citizen every year.
. 13) To end loopholes through which some
groups and citizens are able to escape their
fair share of the taxes needed to run the country in the 1960s.
(4 ) To permit our hard-working American
people to retain more of the fruits of their labor through a general reduction in individual
income tax rates.

Letters to The
Editor

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Johnson Talks With
Erhard Most Important

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Perhaps
the most favorable development for peace at this
Christmas season has been
the opening of the Berlin
Wall for visits by West Berliners to their relatives on
the other side. Despite the
long waits and the ultrabureaucratic red tape , this
is a hopeful sign because it
represents a victory for
moderate forces both in
West Germany.
The opening in the wall
is especially important because it comes just before
nemf

I^Yian-

cellor Ludwig Erhard
sits
down
with n e w
P r e s ident
L yndon
Johnson to
discuss .' a
long list of
s u b j ects ,
rangi ng
__erirom
Pearson
lin , the unification of East and West
Germany, chickens , the
common market , and the retention of U. S. troops in
Germany.
Here are some background points in the Johnson - Erhard discussions
which the publ ic should
know :
No. 1. — If elder statesman Konrad Adenauer had
still been chancellor of Germany probably there would
have been no visiting across
the Berlin Will this Christ mas.
Adenauer ' s policy long had
been to keep the Berlin
crisis at crisis level , so the
American public and U. S.
government would remain
worried about Berlin and
keep U. S. troops in Germany. If the Berlin situation
became quiet , the United
States, it was feared, would
begin to worry about the
drain on the dollar and start
bringing U. S....troops home.
ADKN.UJ -.U ALSO wo*
rigid regarding a clear-cut
unification of lCnst and West
Germany, without any intermediate steps between.
No. 2. — Mayor Willy
Brandt of West Merlin , a
leader of the . Social Democratic Party, took n more
practical position t oward
Kast Germany . Short ly after the Herlin Wall was
built . Ilrandt told me that
Kast and West Merlin had
to work together and lhat if
left to their own devices
they would work out their
destiny. West Uei'lin had
been giving credits to Kast
OPINION.WISE

Berlin , had been selling East
Berlin raw materials, and
considerable trade continued even after the Berlin
Wall was built.
It is the general policy
of Willy Brandt and other
Social Democratic leaders
to let unification of East
and West Germany come
gradually. They believe that
the communists will never
consent to an election in
East Germany , but that if
the two areas begin trading
together and have more exchange together *unification
will work itself out over a
period of years.
THIS WAS why Mayor
Brandt negotiated the deal
with East German authorities to permit Christmas
visits , even if it did mean
recognize the signatures of
East German officials regarding traffic up and down
the Berlin Autobahn. /Adenauer had argued that to deal
with these officials would
constitute recognition of
East Germany.
No. 3—New Chancellor Erhard takes a position somewhat between rigid ExChancellor Adenauer and
moderate Mayor W i l l y
Brandt,
The background of the
American position is also
imnnrhnt ?nd this h -is a
direct bearing on President

Johnson 's talks with Erhard.
For a long time under
Eisenhower , Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles
treated Adenauer as if he
were the No. 1 statesman of
Europe. Dulles and Adenauer acted like soul mates.
When Dulles died , President - Eisenhower had grave
misgivings about keeping so
many U. S. troops in Germany, as he has revealed
since retiring from the
White House.
However , Dean Acheson ,
the ex-secretary of state,
takes a contrary view fnd
was for a time quite influential with the late- President Kennedy. During the
past year, Kennedy had
drifted away from Acheson 's influence , and it will
be interesting to see whether Johnson leans on Acheson or whether he accepts
the advice of his Under Secretary of State Averell Harriman , one of the sagest
counselors in the State Department.
IT IS SIGNIFICANT th at
though Harriman is under
secretary of state for political affairs , the career
cli que inside the State Department has . been careful
to box him in regarding
European affairs.

Jf vi $lAhL

'lie said they should h a v e bee n on (he Christmas
tree instead nf un d e r il. "
_„

COP Enten 1964 In
State of Shock , Confusion
To the Editor:
The Republican party enters upon 1964 in a state
of utter shock and total
confusion. In less than seven months the GOP must
select a national ticket and
write a platform of Republican principles and programs. This task has developed into a difficult situation with the fierce revival of the conservativeliberal struggle within the
Republican party.
GOP factions are plagued
with their own individual
dilemmas. The party's liberal wing is torn asunder
as a result of a personal
power struggle. New York
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller ,
once the undisputed leader
of GOP liberals, is now being challenged for that position by William Scranton ,*
Richard Nixon and Henry
Cabot Lodge. Serious organizations to draft these Republican leaders are presently in the formation stage
and should prove to be of
grave hindrance to Nelson
Rockefeller's laggi ng candidacy.
Conservative Republicans,
holding great influence within GOP councils, remain
firmly behind Sen . Barry
Goldwater. While benefiting
from the liberal leadership
conflict , GOP conservatives
must prove as false the contention that a Republican
presidential nominee cannot capture the South from
President Johnson. It shall
be said with much merit
that L y n d o n Johnson in
pushing civil rights legislation may find himself his
own best e n e m y in the
Southern states. Conservatives shall strongly point
out th at a vigorous and
confident Republican organization now flourishes .south
of the Mason-Dixon line.
Presidential p r i m aries ta k i n g p l a c e next
March , April and June in
the key states of New
Hampshire, Wisconsin, Illinois, Nebraska and California should help to inject
some insight into the now
cloudy Republican picture.
The primaries will test Sen.
Goldwater 's current frontrunning position based on
his grass-roots popularity.
Gov. Rockefeller will either
be reaffirmed or counted
out as a serious contender.
Gov. Scranton and Mr. Nixon may attempt to knock
Barry Goldwater out of the
race. Another factor to be
watched will be Sen. Margaret Chase Smith's primary showing. An impressive
poll should virtually hand
Smith the second spot for
the "fair " lady will have
captured the public 's imagination as well as admiration.
Looking ahead , I wish to
make several predictions ;.
Sen. Goldwater will enter
New Hampshire as the
GOP front-runner. Nelson
Rockefeller may lose liberal support to Scranton , and
Nixon 's stock will be on the
rise. Margaret Smith will
make impressive primary
showings and become the
leading contender for the
GOP vice-presidential nomination. Democrats will see
President Johnson slip badly in the South and find
H u b e r t Humphrey theij
vice presidential nominee.
In conclusion , 1964 promises to be an exciting political year. It may also
prove to be a year of decision for if present trends
continue the American voter next November will have
a choice between a real
Democrat , and a real Republican in the presidential
election.
Lance A. Lamphcre
Nelson , Wis., ,
LKSS THAN THE HOUSE
SALINA , Kan. iffi—Firemen rushed to a house
where a basement fire was
reported and found a pair
of plastic baby pants smouldering atop a floor furnace .
Firemen cooperated and
wit hheld the name of t h e
embarrassed
householder
who had report ed his house
on fire .
""
By Sakr.n

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER,
M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
am 29. What could cause
my fingernails to have
a bluish color? Would
anemia do so?
I have had examinations for different illnesses and the doctor
lias never found anything wrong with my
heart . Can heart disease
always be detected with \
a stethoscope? — MISS
L.S.
Drugs containing silver
(some nose drops, and one
used for malaria) can cause
a bluish tint. Jhe silver produces a condition called
' ar-gyria, and the skin ac¦
quires a curious gray cast.
Bluish nails can be the earliest s i g n of this. Thost
drugs , however , aren 't being prescribed very much.
Yes, anemia can make the
nails pale , and leave a bluish color. A blood count,
however , will readily ascertain anemia. One visit to
your doctor will tell the
story.
OR IT MAY be that the
blood is not getting enough
oxygen. Causes can include
lung disorders as well as
some types of heart disease. These condition, too,
are subject to standard
tests.
The stethoscope will not
detect all forms of heart dis^
ease, but it will reveal a
good many.
Rheumatic or congenital
heart disease? Yes. Disturbances in rhythm (such
as auricular fibrillation)?
Yes. Or skipped beats.
But it will not reveal coronary heart disease : that is
interference in the flow of
blood which nourishes tha
heart muscle itself.
FOR THAT, the ECG (or
EKG , the electrocardiogram) is required. It also is
used to define the exact
type of disordered rhythm.
Some of these faulty rhythms don 't mean much;
others may require attention.
Finally, X-ray is the most
accurate method of assessing heart enlargement.
The stethoscope is a useful instrument , not only for
heart examination but for
evaluating breathing, and
sometimes for listening for
other sounds in the body.
It can be helpful , at times,
in cases of digestive disturbances.
But, no , it won 't do everything.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
have diverticulitis and
many times am quite
constipated. I use glycerin suppositories. Are
they harmful ? I try to
drink plenty of water —
N.F.H.
No , these suppositories
are better than using laxatives too frequently. It is
possible that , in your case ,
stool softeners would help.
NOTE TO "CONCERNED FRIEND" : Transvestism is the morbid desire
to wear clothes of the opposite sex. A form of homosexuality, it is a deep-seated emotional deviation. A
psychiatrist may be of help.
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SUND AY
NEW S
Brings You

THE
WORLD
OF
BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC
Each Saturday
6:30 - 6:55 p.m. on
KWNO
Won't. you join us?

'
T $0 tn tlj * toll nt tit it-. I M F iil iptitt T
M CKINLEY

METHODIST

CENTRAL METHODIST
Dr. E. Clayton Burgcss

(101 W. Broadw.y)

The Rev. C. Merrltt LaGrone
10 i.m.—Wort hlp. Sermon, "Th_ Solium of Lift, " Student Recognition Sun<ty. McKlnley voung ptopli will «JBM
In tha urvlci . Senior choir, directed by
Mr». Shermin Mitchell, will «lng. Mrs.
Harvey Gordon, organist.
Nursery tor
Intents.
10:30 i.m. — Church schoo l classes
through 6th grade.
11 a.m.—Church school classes 7th
(ride through the adult department .

¦

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
(West Broadway and South Baker)

Eugene Reynolds, Minister

SALVATION ARMY
(112 W , 3rd 51.)

Brig. George R. Williams

tWest Broadway and Main)

»:3C a.m.—Sunday school for all ages,
1 years through 13th grade.
18:45 am.—Worship. Nursery provided
for children under 3; church school classes for 3-, 4- and 5-year-old children.
Organist, Miss Agnes Bard. Senior choir
will sing, "O Lord, Most Holy, " Fr.nck,
and "Praise to the Lord." Annual student recognition service with several of
the college and university students of
Central Methodist Church families.
Monday, 7 a.m.—M«n'» prayer fellowship.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Youth and senior
choirs.
B p.m.—Board of trustees; commission
on ___ c_ 11_ n.

»:4J a.m. —Bible school; classes for
Adult
all ages, nursery through adult.
lasion. "Dimensions of Freedom. "
10:45 a.m.—Worship. Sermon, "Jesus:
What He Said and How He Said It."
1 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.—Youth rally at
Rochester.
No "Teens for Christ" or evening service this week due to the Rochester rally.

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
(West Broadway and Johnson )

The Rev. Harold Rekstad

9:45 a.m.—Sunday school.
10:45 a.m.—Worship.
2:15 p.m.—Children's meeting, Thurley
Homes Community Building.
6:15 p.m.—Young People's League.
7:15 p.m.—Street service .
7:30 p.m.—Evangelistic service.
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. — Ladies Homi
League.
Thursday, 7:15 p.m.—String band practice .

¦

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
(Center and Broadway,

Pastor W. W. Shaw
9:45 a.m.—Sunday school .
10:45 a.m.—Children's church.
1C:-4S a.m.—Worship.
4:45 p.m.—Young People.
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.—Bible and prayer hour.

»:30 a.m.—Senior Hiflh School diss.
10:30 a.m.—Worship and church school
classes for all children, nursery through
CALVARY BIBLE CHURCH
Thursday/ 7:30 p.m.—M idweek service. iunior high school age. Preludes to woritJi W. Sarnia St.)
1:15 p.m.—Choir rehearsal.
shlp by Miss: June Sorlien, organist,
The Rev. N. E. Hamilton
"From Thy Throns So High," Cluck,
Harold
and "Malodie Celeste, " Koschat.
Edstrom will direct th« choir lr» Ihe an9:45 a.m . — Sunday school, Robert lay,
them; at the offertory, Mrs . Gorman superintendent.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
will
play
Winston
10:45 a.m.—Wor ship. Sermon, "Christ's
Winston, ar«d Andrea
(West Sanborn and Main)
"Concerto No. 3," Bach. Sermon, "The Second Coming. "
Cadets and senior youth
6:30 p.m.—Jet
Need to See. " Postlude will be "Post.:30 a.m.—Sunday school.
¦
¦¦ ¦
¦- ¦
Subject, "Christian lude In C Malor, " Lundquist. Fellowship me-el.
11 a.m.—Service.
— Evening service. Sermon,
p.m.
hour
in
Ihe
parlor.
7
:30,
Jciencei."
AAonday—Chgrch new s notes should be "The Enduring Sight. "
Wednesday, I p.m.—Testimonial meetTuesday. 10-12 midnight -- . Watchnlght
at church cfflce.
ing.
Thursday, .7 p.m.—Senior choir .
service.
Reading room open Tuesdays, ThursThursday, 7 p.m .—Choir rehearsal:
days and Saturdays Irom );30 to A:3t>
Thursday, 1 p.m.—Bible sludy, prayer.
p.m .

¦

(American Baptist Convention)
(West Broadway and Wilson)

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
(1455 Park Lan-l

(MORMON)
Ronald Putz , Branch President
10 a.m. —Sunday school.
AAovIe,
11 a.m.—Sacrament meeting.
"Windows ol Heaven, " will be shown.
A p.m.—PriestnoocJ.

¦

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIS!
FELLOWSHIP
(Winona Hotel. 151 Johnson St.)

Kenneth Burmeister
Dr. M. H. Doner
Lay Leaders

»:45 a.m.—Church school, Mrs. R. D.
Cornwell, superintendent; graded classe s
for children . Study program for adults.
Nursery service.
Sermon. "When
10:45 a.m>.—Worship.
You Have Crossed Over. Jordan. " ScripMrs. Glen
lure: Deuteronomy 6:1-14.
Fisher, organist.
Tuesday, 8 p.m.—Young peoples party
at personage .
9:30 p.m. —Fellowship hour In church
Mrs. Merrill Holparlors for everyone.
land in charge of refreshments.
10:30 p.m.—Watch Night serv ice, closSermon , "The
ing with
Communion .
Door Was Shut. " • Scripture: Matt.. 25 1- -0.
¦ '
'
•¦ '

8 a.m. —Communion.
10:45 a.m.—Communion.

¦

EVANGELICAL UNITED
BRETHREN CHURCH

CENTRAL LUTHERAN
(The American Lutheran
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Church)
(Orrih St. and new Highway 61)
L. E. Brynestad, Pastor
The Rev. Phil Williams
W, C. Friestli, Assistant Pastor
Sermon, "Tha
* a.m.—Communion.
Word ot Anna." Mrs. T. Charles Green,
organist: "A Lovely Rose is Blooming, "
Brahms, and "Hosenna In tha Highest, "
Soderman.
• a.m.—Ne Sunday school.
10:15 a.m.—Communion . Sermon and
•rgan same as above.
10:15 a.m.—No Sunday school.

1.AS a.m. —Church school for all ages.
10:50 a.m .—Worship. Sermon, "A New
Start With a New Heart."

4:30 p.m.—Fellowship

1:30 and 11 a.m. — Worship. Sermon
"God' s Mercy to the Church. " Organist
Miss Annette Haggen. No Sunday school
Monday, 4-5 .and 7-8 p.m.. — Communion registration at parsonage.
7 p.m.—Toboggan party tor LYPS .
Tuesday, 7 p.m.—New Year 's Eve service .

¦

REDEEMER EV. LUTHEKAN
(Missouri Synod )
11700 W ; Wabasha St.

The Rev. Louis O. Bittncr
* :15 a.m. — Sunday. school and adul!
Bible class.

16:30 a.m. — Worship.

Tuesday, 7 p.m.—New Year 's Eve Communion service.

¦

(West Wabasha and Hltih)

2 p.m. — Public talk, "Are the Nations Headed for Armageddon?"
3:15 p.m. — Watchtower study, "Execution of Divine Judgment Upon False
Religion. "
Tuesday. 8 p.m.—Group Bible study.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. — Ministers Training school:
8:30 p m, — Service meeting.

GRACE PRESBYTERIA1.

grou ps nieel.

(Franklin ahd Broadwav!

Sermon, "Al-

The Rev. William T. King
'» a.m. — Church school.
10:30 a m . — Worship. Sermon, "A
Destiny of Rejecti on. " Text: Luke .:3340. Anthem "O God, Our Help in Ages
Past, " Croft. Choir director, Mrs. Walter
Gi lbertson, organist Miss Jonelle Miriam.
Nursery service prov ided.

Area Church
Services

(Main and West Wabasha)

The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold
J. Dittman
The Rev. Joseph La Plante
The Rev. Donald Connelly
The Rev. James Fitzpatrick
Sunday Masses—5:45, 7, I, *:30 and 11
a.m. and 12:15 p.m.
Weekday Masses—7 and I a.m. and
5- 15 p.m.
Holy Day Masses — 5:45 and 8 a.m.
and 12:15 5 1 5 and 7:30 p.m.
Confessions — Monday through Friday
of this week, ' 5 to 6 p.m.; Salurday, 3
10 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 to 9 p.m
New Year 's Eve : 8 p.m.—Bishop Edward Fitzgerald will conduct a Mass of
thanksgiving,
New Year 's Day: 5:45, 7, I, 9:30 and

11 a.m. and 12:15

p.m.

ST. STANISLAUS

(Hast 4th and Carlmona )

The Rt. Rev. Msgr, N . F.
GrulkoMski
The Rev. Milo Ernster
The Rev. Robert Herman
The Rev, Paul Breza

Sunday M«sse s-5:30, 7 . 15, B- .-O , »:45
and 11:15 a.m. and 5:15 p. m.
Weekday Masses - *:30, 7:30 and 11: U
a.m. on school days.

Holy Day Masses - 5:30, 6:30, J, 9:30
a.m. and 5:15 p.m.
Confessions—3-5:30 p.m. and 7-9 p.m.
Thursday before first Friday; day h .(ore
holv d,Tv s of obliqation and SMurd-iy
New Year ' s Day: 5:30, 7:15, 8:30, 9:45
and 11:15 a.m . and 5:15 p.m .

ST. MARY'S
The Most Rev. George

8 a.m. — Wor ship. Sermon, "P.flC. In
II. Speltz , D.I).
Ihe Lord' s Christ. " Mrs. G. F. Schapekahm, organist .
The Rev. Donald Winli . Is
9:1$ a.m. — German Communion servThe Rev. Richard Englcs
ice .
9:15 a.m. — Sunday school end Bldle
Sunday fAass es-5:45, 7, B, 9:30 and 11
classes.
a . m. and 12:15 p.m.
10:30 a.m. —Communion. Sermon same
Weekday AA.n_ .s-7 and I a.m.
« . earlier. Senior choir, directed by G.
Holy Day Masses—5:30, 7, 9 a.m, and
F. Sct-apekahm will sing, "Lay Down 5:30 and 7 p.m.
Your Staffs. "
<onf- 5',ior»s--3.30 lo i p.m. and 7:15 to
Monday, / p im, SuiuMy vhnol teach- 8'30 p.m. on Snturdciy. , d.iy before holy
,
er' .
days and Tiuir' .dnvs hHorrr lir' ,1 l-Hclfiy.
Tuesday, 7 30 p.m. - N. w Ye ar ' s Eve
New Year 's Day: 5 45, 7, 8, 9:30 and
Communion service. Senior choir , direeled 11 a.m. an<J 12:15 p ni.
by G. F. Schapekahm will sinn. "Lonn
Hast Thou Slood, Oh Church ol God. "
ST. JOHN'S
Miss Kalhlccn Skecls, oroanisl. Adult In((£ ¦. ' .I Broadway and H-nill'on)
structions after se rvlcr.
The Very Rev. Msgr.
Wednesday, 10 » m .
New Yo ,\ i ' •, (Inv
service . SIM n.nn, "Fallh I ire' . Ihe l-uJa mes D. Habig. r
lure. " Miss Jane Hilki; will sum , "Our
Sunday Masses—7, 9 and II a . m .
God , Our Help In Ayes r.i' .l. " Me . Rev
Workday Masses-8 a.m.
erly Grimm, org .wist.
Conlcssiorss— 4 and 7 p.m. on S«s lur_ ayv
Thur-day, 2 30 p. m . - L a d i e s Aid .
vlcills ot feast days and Thursdays he
fore flrsl F ridays
First Friday Masses—B a.m. «"d 5 15
. ST. MARTIN'S LUTHERAN
P.m.
Holy Day Miiv.cs 6 and 9 n in. and
(Missouri Synod )
1 . M p.rn
(Broadway and Llb-.tt y l
New Year 's Day; 7, 9 and 11 » rn.

The Rev. Armln U. Deye
A-si- tintf , the Rev. It. Horn

Sermon. "God Sent
I a. m, —Matins.
Forth Hl« Son. " Te n!: Gal. 4 4-5.
9 15 a.m. - -Sunday school and Ifrnage
Bible class.
9:15 and 10:45 a.m. Wo rship, sermnn
Cnmmimlon «'
ami text same a \ above.
Orna nMs: F
II
all Ihroe servic e ' , .
Broker and Harold Ooye; <t nlh_ni, "Thy
I lllle Ones, " school chnri/s, 10:41 . Adult
confirmation at Ihe 10:45 se rvice.
Eve
7:TO
p.m . - Sylvester
Tuesday,
Cnmmi'nlon servic e
9
)
5
Day
a.m.
New
Year
i
Wednesday,
worship service.

(653 Sioux St.) .

Henry Hosting
Presiding Minister

CATHEDRAL
OF SACRED HEART

(701 W. How a rd)

The Rev. A. L. Mcnnicke
Vicar David Fischer

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

Catholic Services

Earle Drcnckhahn, Assisting

ST. MATTHEW'S LUTHERAN
(Wisconsin Synod)

¦

¦

FAITH LUTHERAN
(The Lutheran Church
in America)
1:30 a.m. —Sunday school.
10:45 a.m.—Worship.
Choir will sing.
'The Friendly Beasts "
Monday, I p.m . — Altar Guild af home
if Mrs . Robert Hollon.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. -Choir rehearsal .

Uobert Quails

7 p.m.—Evening service .
coholics Ar« Home-made. "
Tuesday, 9 p.m. to midnight—Watch
Night service.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Midweek service.
I p.m.—Choir practl-ce .

GOODVIEW TRINITY
LUTHERAN CHURCH
. Wisconsin Synod )
The Rev. David M. Ponath

ST. CASI-VHK'S

(Wrsl Broadway near l. winii)

The Rt. Rev. Mstf r.
Julius W. I l.iun
Tlie Rev. Robert Slams . liior
Sunday AA.r.u'. fl and in » in.

W. rkiMy AA,v>si'«, /: ',s a m .

Holy Day Mav.i", S 30 and 9 a m
Confessions - 3 lo 4 ; M p.m and I 30
p.m. Saturdays, Thi/r .days before flrsl
Fridays ant* eve ol holy days
f lrsl I rlday Masses
t 15 and 7..S 5
a.m
New Year 's Dav: I and 10 a m.

¦
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10 a.m. — Bible school classes for all
aoes.
. 11 a.m. — Worship.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.—Bible sludy hour.
Saturday, 9:30 a.m.—"Walk With the
Lesson text will be Ac(s 4,
Master. "
"The First Persecution. "

(West King and South Baker )

ALTURA
Jehovah Evangelical Lutheran worship,
I and 10:15 a.m.; Sunday schoo l and
Bible class, f a.m. Monday—Communion
2-8
p.m.
Tuesday—New
registration,
Year 's Eve worship with Communion , (
p.m. WeOnesday—New Year 's Day worInstrucship with Communion;, 10 a.m.
tion classes, 8 and 10:30 a.m.
CEDAR VALLEY
Cedar Valley Lutheran worship; serB»ck, " 11 a.m.
Buyer
mon. "Ths
Tuesday—New Year 's Eve nrvict tt
Looney Valley Church, 8:30 p.m .
ELEVA
Eleva Lutheran wors hip, 8:30 and 10.50
a.m. : there will be no Sunday school ;
Tuesday—New
youth leaque, ! p.m.
A film,
Year 's Eve service, 9 p.m.
'Tha Big Blast, " will be shown .
HART
Hart Lutheran Sunday school, * :30
Tuesdaya.m ; worship. 10:3O a.m ,
New Year 's Eve Communion, 8 p.m.
s
Day
worship,
Wednesday—New Year '
10:30 a.m.
HOMER
Homer Methodist wors hip, » a.m.. Harvey Ganoro, lay speaker; church ..school,
10 n.m.
LOONEY VALLEY
Looney Valley Lutheran worshi p, sermon, "Th« Buyer Back, " 9:30 a.m. Tues<lny New Year 's Eve- service , 8 3 0 p.m .
MINNEISKA
SI. Mary ' i Catholic Masses, 8 and 10
a.m.
Daily Rosary, 7:30 a.m.; dally
Mas; 7:30 a.m.
MINNESOTA CITY
St. Paul' s Catholic Masses, 8 and 10
am. ; holy days and tint Friday Mass.
130 p.m. Dnily Mass., 6 , 45 p.m.
First
Evangelical
Lulheran worship,
9:45 a.m.: no Sunday school . WSonday—
Communion
registration at parsonage,
Tuesday—New Year 'i
.-5 and . -8 p.m.
Evt worship with Communion, |:30 p.m .
NORTON
Norton
Trinity
Evan g elical
Lutheran
Tuc .cffly New Y .dr 'i
worship, 10 a.m.
I v e servio* with Communion, fl p.m.
V/i-dncstl. y Ni'W Year ' s Day servici, 10
. m.
PICKWICK
SI . Luke ' s Evangelical Lutheran Sun'
day j rhool, 10 a.m. ; worship, 11 a.m.
SILO
Silo I iiliieran Sunday school and irlull
Fllhle hour, 9:<5 a.m.; worship , 10:15
rt (Tl ,

SOUTH RIDGE
Soulfi R Irtqe F.vanorllcal United Broth
rcn Sunday school,
10 a.m.; worsh ip,
ser mon, "One Hope God Fulfilled ," II
.irn.
. rltlav Hoys anil flirli fellowship
parly, 1:30 p.m
STOCKTON
SlnrVlon Melnndhl worship , V; 1 S a m i
Suncl.iy i.rhool, 10:15 a nl.
Grace I ulhrran worsh ip, . a m ; Sun
day school atlcr w ardr . .
TAMARACK
Lutheran worship , 1 1 a.m,
TREMPEALEAU
Mount
f a l v n r y Lulheran worship, »
<l,m.
WEAVER
Mrthntli' .l worship nnd Sunday school ,
10. 45 a . m .
WILSOM
Trinity Lutheran worship , ? t in.I Sun
day school, 10 « m .
WITOKA
fvVlhndiM V imlay school , I 10 i.m.i
worship, 10 a m .

Church Totals
Leveling Off
In Early '60s

1963 Witnesses
Changing Pattern

Mormon Church
To Hea r M ission
President Sunday j

(U60 Kraemer Drive)

The Rev. O. S. Monson
1:15 a.m.—Sunday school. A class for
every aga group.
10:30 a.m.—Worship. Sermon, "Facing
th« Future. "
. 10:30 a.m .—Boys ' and girls' fellowship.
7 p.m.—Vouth fellowship.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—CHoIr rehearsal.

Christian (Disciples) churches .
Episcopalians, the Evangelical
United Brethren and the United |
BOSTON (AP)-Richard CarChurch of Christ.
dinal Cushing, Roman Catholic
The Suprem e Court decision
archbishop of Boston , will fly to
forbidding officially sponsored
Palm Beach, Fla., Saturday to
devotions in the public schools ,
celebrate a special memorial
an action that stimulated efforts
Mass for John F. Kennedy.
for fresh means of according
' . ' .. ¦
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
representatives met nati onally religion its proper place in eduNEW YORK (AP ) - Church
Kennedy Memorial
A changing pattern of religious in Chicago last January to join cation.
Pope Paul's decision to make membership, which outran the
forces
for
racial
justice.
relationships in the United
an unprecedented visit to the j
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) -^ States emerged in 1963.
nation ' s population growth by
Tlie upshot was the formation Holy Land , mirroring the new
A memorial service for the late
In communities across the na- of inlerreligious councils on race openness of Rome to the world , 14 per cent in the 1940's and
John F. Kennedy will be held tion, Protestants and Roman
in cities across the country. and to other Christians and Jews j 1950' s, leveled off in the first
Sunday at St. Stanislaus Cath- Catholics began conferring toMore than 40 of them have for whom Palestine also is hal- three years of the 1960's.
olic Church at 8:30 a.m. The gether , often praying together ,
The National C o u n c i l ol
special service is . being arrang- and in som e fields , working to- sprung up, and others were lowed ground. ¦
planned.
ed by Arcadia Council Knights gether.
Churches
issued figures ThursAnother jolting event , the asof Columbus. Conducting the
day showing that 63.4 per cent
This was , on the hometown sassination of President Kenservices will be the pastor , the
scene, the big religious story of nedy, also stirred a sense of
of Americans, or 117,946,002, beVery Rev. Joseph J. Andrzethe year.
of all faiths , in their grief , their
longed to churches in 1962. Th«
jewski. Mr. Kennedy was a 4th
It stemmed from events , both common identity among citizens
Degree Knight of Columbus.
percentage was . the same as
in the churches and out' of .them , self-examination and rededicathe result of the tides of history. tion.
McKay Allphin , president of j 1961' s and lower than I960' *
The year was packed with the North Central States Mission j 63.6 per cent.
Brotherhood A ppointee j From the Vatican Ecumenical history-making religious events.
The gain in church memberof the Church of Jesus Christ !
Council , and its dramatic bid for j Among them :
ship of 1.6 per cent in 1962 was
|
of
Latter
Day
Saints
will
be
i
'
'
Eugene L. Lett s, Winon a , has i renewal and closer ties among ;
The death of Pope John XXIII , the guest speaker and shew a the same as the population inbeen appointed a district rep- j all Christians, a new open-door
tha t compassionate, gentle and I film , "The Windows of Hea- crease.
resentative for Lutheran Broth- 1 attitude spwead . to the local en|
Roman .C atholics increased
open-hearted man who lit a new. ven , " at the 11 a.m. sacrament
erhood , fraternal insurance so- j vironments , bringing unprecej
2.3
per cent in numbers, and
,
of
renewal
and
spiritu
al
meeting of the Church o( Jesus made up 23.6 per cent of tha
ciety. He is serving Winona and . dented contacts and interchange. light
!
kinship
where
suspicions
and
an; Christ here Sunday.
¦
Wabasha counties as an asso- l Roman Catholic bishops ap- '
tagonism had smouldered be- i President Aij phin is -f rom ho- population. Protestants gained
ciate of the Austin area general peared at Protestant-Orthodox
.77 per cent and made up 34.9
fore.
agency. A native of Mason ! gatherings , and vice versa. Par- :
veil, Utah , and was in the con- per cent with 64 ,929 ,941 memi1
The election of Pope Paul VI , \
City, Iowa. Letts graduated ! ish priests and pastors visited !
; struction business 25 years be- bers.
who pledged himself to carry on
from Mason City High School ' each other 's congregations , dis- '
The largest denomination was
the reforms initiated by his j fore his appointment as mission
and Mason City Junior College. cussed their varying customs, j
the Southern Baptist Convention
j president early this year.
predecessor.
Before joinin g Lutheran Broth- ' It was an interflow , unparal- i
! The film is about Prophet j with 10,191 ,303 members. It took
erhood he was employed by leled in history .
! The surprising, preliminary Lorenzo Snow who presided ov- first place for the first time,
Wallace & Holland Engineering
The nation 's racial upheaval agreements turned up in the six- er the church from 1898 to 1901. passing the Methodist Church ,
Co., Mason City. He and his ' also tightened the interfaith '¦ denomination consultation on He succeeded in leading the which had 10. 153,003.
wife, Ruth , reside at Red Top bonds. For the first Protestant , ] church union , involving Metho- ¦ church out of debt through re- . Jews numbered 5,509 ,000 and
: Roman Catholic and Jewish ' dists , United
Trailer Court.
Presbyterians, i emphasizing the law of tithing. ' Buddhists 60,000.

CHURCH OF CHRIST

The Rev. George Goodreid

Qtientin Matthes , Pastor

(Corner Huff and Wabasha )

r:30 a.m. — Sunday school. Classe s for
all ages..
10:45 a.m . — Worship. Sermon, "What
Hove I Done?" Children's church and
nursery with attendant .
7:30 p m.'—Evening gospel hour. Sermon, "Th« Alpha and Omega."
Tuesday. . p.m. to midnight — New
"Year 's watch night service.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.—Hour of power
and lunior youth fellowship.
F:15 p.m.—Choir .
Saturday, 9:30 p.m .—Pastor 's Inslrucflon class.

(East Broadway and Lafayette)

(W. Wabasha and Ewing)

Lutheran Services

(West Sarnia and Grand)

The Rev. LaVern Swanson

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL ¦

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH

¦

LAKESIDE EVANGELICAL
FREE CHURCH

The Rev. Russell M. Dacken

.:_G- -0:3. a.m.—Study of World ReDiscussion period.
.tgions continued.

It a.m. — Sur»day school. Adult lesson,
"Spiritual Vlctor-y. "
1! a.m. — Worship, sermon, "He la
Coming Again."
Tuesday, 9 p.m. — New Year 's Eve
watchnlght service.

¦

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

YEAR IN RELI GION

Cushing to Do
Memorial Mass
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Six _NT ew Years — count them ! Six sets of good resol u tions—remember
them? ' .'And now another year coming up . . . air too quickly . . . how they
seem to Tush by!
-A-8 always, the beginning of ano ther year is a good time to con sider
how much, happier and better life is when God is in it. And just as importaut is the resolution to share this kn owledge with others.
True , any Sunday can be a new beginning. But strengthened by past
experience , make this year a truly memorable one. Start taking your family
to church regularly. 'Claim your birthri ght of peace and forgiveness in. sincere worshi p.
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Governor Abed
' With
Fever

New 1>tal
Granted to
Hopkins Man

FRIDAY

ST. PAUL (AP ) — Gov. Karl
Rolvaag, who is suffering from
virus pneumonitis , was reported
improved today.
At Community
His office said his lever hai
gone down but that his doctorMemorial Hospi tal
Wayne E. Bradfield
Mrs. John Duell
has ordered that he stay in bed,
Funeral services for Wayne
EYOTA , Minn . - Funeral
Visiting hours- Medical «nd surgical
Mm!
(AP)
The
ST. PAUL
at least over the weekend.
patients: 3 to « and 7 to »:30 p.m. (No E. Bradfield. 522 W. Howard services for Mrs . John Duell,
children under 12.)
granted
a-\
Court
The governor becam* ill
nesota
Supreme
Maternity patients • J to 3.30 and 7 lo St., were held this afternoon at 70. Eyota , will be held at 2
8.30 cm. (Adults ortlv .)
St. Paul's Episcopal Church, the p.m. Saturday at St. Paul' s
new trial today to Donald M. j Christmas Day .
Rev. George Goodreid offi ciat- United Church of Christ here.
Souden, Hopkins, in his $75 ,000
THURSDAY
ing. Burial was in Woodlawn ; The Rev. Philip Schowalter
personal
injury suit against CorADMISSIONS
¦ will officiate and burial will be
Cemetery .
delia
Johnson
and her husband ,
Mrs. David Holy, Rushford.
Pallbearers were H. R. Kal- in the church cemetery .
Minneapolis.
Johnson,
David
R.
Minn.
brener . H . B. Ulrich. H. E.
Mrs. Duell died Wednesday
Rich ard L. Rian , 369 W. 5th Nicklasson, E. R. Streater . M, morning at Samaritan Nursing
Mrs. Johnson was driving her
St.
D. Godsey and J. K. Richardson . . Home, Rochester.
husband's car when it struck the
William H. ilulthaup . 606
She is survived by one daughi
rear of one operated by Soudan
Mrs. Minnie Lasch
Olmstead St. .
, er . Miss Florence Duell , Eyota;
while
he was waiting for a sigHarold I. Flatla. 403 W. Wa- Funeral services for Mrs . ¦ five sons , Melvin , Irwin and
nal
change
on an Anoka County
basha St.
Minnie Lasch, Moorheai , for- ( Paul , all of Eyota; Clarence,
highway
.
Mrs. Oscar J. Hemming. St. merly of Winona, were held : Rochester , and Edwin. Viola;
ST. PAUL (AP ) — There was
¦
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in
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Charles. Minn.
this afternoon at Breitlow Fu- ; one granddaughter; two broth- ¦In reversing the lower court, no violation of rules or policy
WEATHER FORECAST . . . Light snow
with rain on the north Pacific coast. It will the Supreme Court said that a in employment of a St. Peter
Kathleen M. Van Hoof, 126 neral Home, the Rev. A. U. ; ers, Frank Beiersdorf Lamber.
E. King St.
and
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showers
tonight
will
spread
Deye, St. Martin 's Lutheran
from
be
colder east of the Rockies but with some driver who permits her car "to State Hospital patient on a priMinneapolis,
Miss Rosemary A. Kundt. Church , officiating. Burial was !ton , and Arthur ,
the
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area
through
the
Appalawanning
expected in Florida. (AP Photofax m ove ahead and rear-end a ve- vate project off the grounds of
; and two sisters, Mrs. Arthur
Stockton . Minn .
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and
into
New
England.
)
Snow
showers
hicle, also stopped in plain sight I the institution , an investigator
Map
Mrs . Manuel F. Snyder. 4931 Pallbearers were : Gay and Pries, Rochester , arid Mrs. Edin front of her" is guilty of neg- I said today.
also
are
forecast
for
the
northern
Rockies
win Beck , Elgin.
6th St., Goodview.
John Wendt , James Gourley, ; Pallbearers will be Norman
ligence as a matter of law .
Robert Whitaker , acting staU
Mrs. Oscar Brekke , Rushford. Kenneth Kleist , John Morrison
A new trial was ordered on public examiner , said Thuriday
:
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Paul
Hanenberger,
in
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He
died
in
DecemMinn.
and Frank Braun.
Munici pal Court
the issue of damages only .
in a report to Morris Hursh,
Adolph Schumann , and Clar- ber 1940. She had been ill one I
Mrs . Eli2abeth Kane. 123 E.
In other decisions, the high welfare commissioner , that an
¦
j ence, Harold arid Gerald Bier- year and was a patient in the . .
Sanborn St.
WINONA
.
court :
investigation had turned up no
hospital for three days.
Mrs. Harrv Kindt . 528 HarAnother continuance w a s or' baum.
"Upheld a Hennepin county dis- !j irregularities.
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I Friends may call at Johnson
Survivors are : Three sons, dered by Judge John D. McGill
riet St.
trict court decision granting a.
OTHER TEMPERATURES ! & Schriver Funeral Home af- Julius, Carl and Raymond, all j(in a case involved James P.
Mrs. Don Clark , Coclirane,
building
permit to George D. Al- The inquiry followed a com;
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ter 3 p.m. today and until noon on the home farm ; two brothers, I VVerra , 218 W. Howard St.,
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ciating. Burial will be in the 5th St., $25 on a charge of driv- their dispute with the help of the portable commode while he was time of the incident , skilled
Scott M. Harmon , 514 John- Denver , cloudy
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Cotter Meet Opens Tonight
Warriors Play
At Beloit

¦MMMAMMMM MMMMMM i

By GARY EVANS
Daily New* Sports Editor
Paced by the First Annual
Cotter High Invitational Holiday
Tournament "which gets under
way at Memorial Hall tonight,
city basketball action picks up
again after a brief Christmas
layoff.
Three of Winona 's four teams
will play tonight.
The highlight of the evening
will be the Cotter tournament
which pits four of the state's
top parochial teams.
Minneh aha Academy of Minneapolis puts a 5-1 record on the
line against Gene Biewen's
Rochester Lourdes Eagles in
the opening game at 7 o'clock
with Cotter , holder of the top
record in the meet, going
against St. Paul Cretin in the
S» p.m. finale.
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Signal Callers
Top Saturday
Bowl Clashes

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Just as quarterbacks dominated much of the play during
the regular season , they'll be at
it again Saturday as the college
football bowl business continues
on a fulltime basis.
The four games on the schedule, though , are only a prelude
to New Year 's Day when the
bowl season reaches its peak
with the Cotton, Rose, Orange
and Sugar contests.
Leading the parade Saturday
will be North Carolina and Air
Force in the Gator Bowl at
Jacksonville , Fla. The other
contests pit the East and the
West in San Francisco, the Blue
and the Gray in Montgomery
and Coast Guard and Western
Kentucky in the Tangerine Bowl
at Orlando , Fla.
Among the name quarterbacks on the vari ous rosters are
Terry Isaacson of Air Force,
Don Trull of the West squad and
Larry Rakestraw, playing for
the Gray.
Isaacson , a colorful , clutch
signal-caller , sparked the Falcons to a 7-3 record , including
three games won in the closing
minutes. North Carolina , however , is a slight favorite to halt
Isaacjon and win the nationally
televised (CBS) contest.
Trull , the Baylor star headed
for the American Football
League, will try and pass the
West to its 19th victory in the
39th Shrine game. The East has
won 16 times while four contests
ended in ties.
In the 25th Blue-Gray battle,
Rakestraw , Georgia 's prolific
passer, will have his favorite
target , end Mickey Babb, on
hand. The Blue team , basing its
offense on a ground attack , will
seek its fifth triumph in the last
six years and its 11th over-all.
The Gray has won 14.

Tittle Men
Shine in NBA
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was ba ckcourt night in the
National Basketball Association
with Boston 's K.C. Jones supplying a large part of the bustle.
Jones gave one of his best performances in leading the Celtics
to a 126-110 triumph over Los
Angeles Thursday night , but he
was not alone in starring from
the part of the court reserved
for the smaller men.
Keven Loughery and Rod
Thorn contributed 41 points in
Baltimore 's 110-10(1 victory over
Detroit ; Hal Greer poured in 16
points in the last quarter as
Philadel phia downed San Francisco 118-112 and Si Butler
clinched a 111-107 triump h for
New York over St. Louis.
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TOURNAMENTS
EAC HOLIDAY FESTIVAL—
Villa novt 77 , Dayton 71.
Utah 73. St. John's <N.Y. ) U.
Minnesota 89, Cornell 77 .
St . Joseph's (Pa.) to, Providence iJ.
LOS ANGELES CLASSIC—
UCLA 95, Yale tS.
Illinois 92, West Virginia 86.
Michigan 13, Mew York University 71 .
Pitt tt. Southern California 73.
ALL COLLEGEWyoming 7S, Houston 72 (OT).
Texas A&M i t . Washington 53.
Okla. City -104, Idaho State 66.
Wichita 85, Montana Stare M.
BIG EIGHT—
Kansas State 100, Nebraska 7(.
Missouri 95, Oklahoma 88.
GATOR BOWI
Air Force 78, Florida Stale 13.
Florida 100, Manhattan 75.
QUEEN CITY—
Xavier (Ohio) 69, Miami (Ohio) .8.
DePaul 102, Canislos 79.
FAR WEST—
Colorado State U. 61, Iowa 56.
Oregon Slate *7, Louisiana Stale S7 .
QUINCY- (III.)—
Quincy College 14, Minnesota-Dututh
69.
HASTINGS (Neb.) INVITATIONAL—
Emporia State 79, Southern State
(S.D.) 55 .
Mankato State 87, Omaha University
71Hastln .s 77, Vlorningslde 67.
Illinois Normal 76, Bethany 61.
RED RIVER CLASSIC, Mo. rheadSt. Cloud Slate 87, Concordia (Minn.)
67.
Parsons (Iowa ) 83, Hamline 76.
St. John 's (Minn.) 71, Worth Dakota
State 71.
PLAINSMAN TOURNAMENT, HuronFirst round — General Beadle 90,
Sioux Falls 74; Northern State (S .
D.) 75, Huron 73.
Second ro»nd—Northern State Teachers 75, Huron College 73 .

MEANWHILE. Winona State
and St. Mary's limber up after
JOLLY ROGER AND COMPANY . . . Navy quarterback vacation , away from home.
The Warriors meet host team
Roger Staubach poses with two admirers in Dallas Thursday as Navy began drills for the Cotton Bowl game with Beloit in the 9 p.m. game of
the Beloit , Wis., Holiday TourTexas. The boys are John Crane , 5, left , of Dallas, and
,
Bo-by G-orham , 57 of Aiken S C. The boys couldn 't be nament and the Redmen tangle
with La Crosse at 9 o'clock in
separated from their new Christmas toys. (AP Photofax)
the first round of the La Crosse
holiday tournament.
Cotter , which has driven to
a 6-1 record under coach John
Nett , reigns as the pre-tourney
pick to capture honors in its
first tournament.
The Ramblers aren 't looking
past a Cretin team that has
compiled a 2-6 record , however .
'They only lost to St. Paul
DALLAS w»-'Tf that wasn 't
straight times said , "I hope Hill by five points ," cautioned
the worst practice we ever
It was just a case of too Nett, who saw his team topple
had , it was the next to worst." much turkey.
Hill 56-51,
Navy football Coach Wayne
"Our passing was off. Our
CRETIN MENTOR Bill TierHardin ran his hands through
running was off . Our .timing
his thinning carrot - colored
was off. And our defense was ney is another person who
hair and considered the point.
off. And we had no spirit. " thinks the Raiders aren 't as bad
"I guess it was our worst ," he
Hardin planned two-a-day as their record would indicate.
"We play good ball ," he said ,
said.
closed workouts today and
Hardin was so upset over
Saturday . The players assem- "but our opponents always play
the performance of his sec- bled here Thursday after a their best against us."
Minnehaha Academy under
ond-ranked squad that he sug- fi ve-day holiday lay-off , spent
coach Wendell Carlson could be
gested the Midshipmen will
at their homes.
not get Sunday off , as planTexas, still at home at Aus- the tournament "sleeper. "
The Indians have three playned , before the battle with na- tin about 200 miles to the
tional champion Texas in the
South, also begins two-a-day ers averaging in double figures ,
Cotton Bowl on New Year 's workouts today. There was no topped by 6-5 Ed Nixon 's 25 per
Day
indication that the No. 1 rank- game clip.
In addition , Minnehaha holds
Hardin , first Navy coach in
BLACKWELL , Okla. ur!. ed Longhoms are going to
victories o v e r Minneapolis In case Charles O. Finley,
history to beat Army f ive practice Sunday.
North , which upset defending owne r of the Kansas City Athstate champion Marshall a letics , can 't get a new lease
GOPHERS VICTORIOUS
week ago, Minneapolis South on Kansas City 's Municipal
and Southwest , Concordia and Stadium , Blackwell Mayor
Burnsville.
William Kasl has an answer.
The only loss has come at the
Move the club to Blackwell ,
hands of Mineapoils Roosevelt.
a city of 10,000 persons in
northern Oklahoma , Kasl sugBIEWEN'S EAGLES feature a gests .
scrambling type game that calls
K a s l released Thursday
for a fast break attack and a nigh t a letter he has sent to
pressing defense. Lourdes has Finley. In the letter , Kasl ofcompiled a 3-4 mark over the fers his assistance in securing
early going.
for the Athletics a 10-year
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Villanova, now 7-1, thus joined
In an attempt to keep his lease — for $1 a year — on
unbeaten
Utah
,
Minnesota
and
team on the successful trail it Dave Morgan field.
Villanova 's eager ,
active
Wildcats turned a fifth foul and St. Joseph's, Pa., in the Satur- has journeyed thus far , Nett
Among the reasons for his
a string of seven into the big- day semifinals of the Garden will go with his same starting offer , Kasl's l e t t e r said ,
affair.
Friday
is
an
off
day.
lineup.
gest upset of the day as the na". . . We are tired of driving
Utah pulled away from St.
Mike Jeresek , .6-5, will be at to Kansas City to the games. "
tion 's collegiate holiday basketJohn
's,
N.Y.
73-66,
Minnesota
center
with
Bob
Judge
and
John
ball schedule whipped .into full
beat Cornell 89-77 and St. Jo- Nett Jr. at forwards and Gene
stride Thursday,
seph's outlasted Providence 60- Schultz and Rick Starzecki at
Villanova turned its surprise 53.
guards.
on previously unbeaten DaySt. Mary 's Coach Ken WiltThe other major events gen- gen
ton in the first round of the
will do some experimenting
Madison Square Garden Holiday erally followed form , though at La Crosse tonight. He will
Festival , coming from behind New York University, ranked take captain Tom Hall out of
for 77-73 triumph over the high- 10th in the nation , lost it third the lineup and insert Denny
in four starts. It can 't be called Burgman at his forward spot
ly-considered Flyers.
The Wildcats rallied from a an upset , however, because the to team with Rog Pyllewski at
66-60 deficit when Dayton 's 6- Violets wilted before mighty the other wing and Jim Rockers
foot-11 Henry Finkel collected Michigan , unbeaten and ranked at center. The guards will be
his fifth foul with 6;5. to go. third in the nation , fl,')-74 in the Jerry Sauser , who moves in for
Moments later they reeled off a first round of the Los Angeles Al Williams , and Mike Maloney .
string of seven straight points Classic.
For the Warriors , Lyle Papenfor a 71-70 lead and weren 't
The other ranked teams in ac- fuss and Gary Peterson will be
headed again. Finkel , limited to tion . No. 4 UCLA and No. 9 Or- the forwards and Dave Meisncr
eight points in the first half , egon State , had a much easier will open al a guard post . The
finished with :n,
time of it. The Bruins , defend- other two spots were still up
ing champ ions in the Los An- for grabs when State left for
geles affair , bombed Yale 95-ttS, Beloit Thursday afternoon.
while Oregon State , which has
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cm'CKl.K . . . A sign
land , Ore.
in (he same threesome in the
1963 $40 ,000 Insurance City Open ! iii the New York Giants
dressing room in Yankee
(-(.RGT'.OCS GKORC -I . DUOS
golf tournament , all eugled the
Stadium Thursday gets a
4(t2-yard
second hole in the
LOS ANGELES Ui - Georlaugh
from linebacker Sam
third
round
at
tlie
Wethersfield
geoiis George , <lll , the swagger1. HOME
I Huff. The sign was made
ing, perfumed wrestler with tho Country Club.
RBPAlHa
"Just think ," said the slender i by an equipment supervlsgolden hair , died Thursday after
suffering a heart attack Christ- Geibcrger , "1 was the last one I or , and tvarrles the numbers
/ CAR
mas Day. The grupplcr , who in our group to drive on the
of three Giant veterans ,
PAYMENTS
was horn George Wagner , had second hole , scored an eafile
Alex Webster , Hiifj li Mchis name legally changed to and didn 't even advance a spot
Klhenny and R o o s e v e l t
,
in tho batting order. "
Gorgeous George ln 1-50.
/ A P P L I A N CE *
I Drown, (AP Photo/ax)

Navy Practice
Angers Hardin

Mc/Cfn/ey/ iRcf /sfon. . .
Near Davis Cup Win

¦

.

ADELAIDE , Australia (AP)— j storming the Cup-defending Aus- I one of the two final singles
Grimly determined Chuck Mc- sies' weak link — 30-year-old matches Saturday.
Kinley and Dennis Ralston ,] Neale Eraser — in the maraMcKinley, who atoned for his
fighting tenaciously for every i thon four-set duel in 102-degree I loss to Emerson in singles
point , crushed Australia's famed |heat. The scores were 6-3, 4-6, Thursday by his magnificent
tennis team of Roy Emerson \ 11-9, 11-9.
j play in the doubles, will oppose
and Neale Eraser in a bitterly j The chunky, 22-year-old Mc- j 19-year-old John Newcombe ,
fought doubles matches today t Kinley of San Antonio, Tex., ! the latest young Aussie tennis
and moved within one match of and the slender , suddenly ma- I prodigy who lost to Ralston in a
regaining the historic Davis i tured , 21-year-old R alston of [ thrilling five-setter. In the other
Cup.
j Bakersfield , Calif., can clinch : match , the two singles victors,
1W American collegians bat- i the best-of-five series of the j Ralston , the reformed Peck's
tered their way to victory by; Challenge Round by capturing |Bad Boy of tennis, and Erneri son , the rangy , wiry , 27-year-old
Queenslander , will meet.
Eraser and Emerson never
had been beaten in Davis Cup
doubles until they ran into the
confident , razor ¦- sharp Americans in the packed Memorial
Drive Stadium on this hot , siimi mery day.
| After the 1-1 split in singles,
i the doubles became a pivotal
NEW ORLEANS i _P> . - Two
Hurlbut , 21, a 6-foot- l 186- I match and the pressure told on
substitute quarterbacks—who pound back from Houston , i Eraser. The Yanks broke him
haven't completed a half-doz- Tex., has been used mostly on twice in winning the first set and
en passes all season—carry a defense. He's clicked on only, they charged past him in the
big share of Alabama's hopes four of 14 passes for 99 yards third and fourth sets by taking
in the Sugar Bowl,
during Alabama 's 10 - game his services in the 20th and
Senior Jack H u r l b u t and regular season.
final came each time.
His rushing mark comes to
sophomore Steve Sloan will
be calling the signals against
a total of minus nine yards.
SPORTS SCORES
Mississippi New Year 's DayBut Hurlbut is considered a
NBA
How they do when the chips tough competitor and could
THURSDAY'S RESULT!
are down should have a lot to rise to the occasion when the
Bo-ton 156, Lot Angeles 110.
pressure is on.
do with who wins the 30th
Philadelphia 118, San Francisco 111.
Baltimore 110, Detroit IDS .
Sloan, 18, has had even less
annual football classic.
N.vi York 111, SI. Lou 11 107,
The two, who have played offensive experience than
TODAY'S GAMES
Detroit
vs. Philadelphia at Hershey, pa.
Hurlbut.
The
6-foot
in the shadow of ace passer
, 175-pbundBoston at Cincinnati.
Joe Namath , were moved up er from Cleveland , Tenn.,
.¦
tossed
only
two
passes
Bobby Klaus, rookie second
when Namath was kicked off
this
the squad before the season- year without hitting his tar- baseman for the Cincinnati
ending Miami game. Coach
gets. He has ground out 41 Reds, is the younger brother of
Paul Bryant said Namath
yards in 14 attempts for a 2.8 Billy Klaus, former major
broke training rules.
average.
league infielder.

2 Quarterbacks
Top Bama Hopes

Homeloving
Mayor Offers
A's Stadium

Wildcats Upset
Dayton 77-73

What If NFL Title Tilt

LARGER LOAN Goes Into Overtime?
$100 TO $2,500 OR MORE
j
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166 Walnut ( Between Third and Fourth )
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before or after the ball game
MCDONALD 'S AM AZING MENU
100% Pure Beef Ham burgers
Tempting Cheeseburgers
Old-Fashioned Shakes
Crisp Golden French Fries

Thirst-Quenching Coke
Delightful Root Beer
_ _
.. .
Coffee As
You ...
Like ,.It
Full-Flavored Orange Drink

M «^ y™ r ^ SL °P nt M.nonnid- s.
Whether you have a party of two, four ,
or twenty , wc can serve you in a few
..econds each. McDonald 's Hamburgers
nre made of 100% pure beef , governnient
J IWIKJC U HI and ground fresh daily. They 're

S( 'rved v l' P in « hoi and ^elicioU8 on a
b» n - (w 'm todfty ;' ¦y ,>u 'U K el
'oaa « cheerfu
°?
, (
l , courteous s e r v i c e . . . plenty
ia.sl,
_
no
ng ^ m ^hopa _ a p ] ng
of
(ho (( lHtU >H L food in . lovm at oxtrft

NKW YORK (AIM-As Yogi i tlie NFL title and heavy black Sunday 's is sc heduled to get un
der way ,
Then there was last year 's
overtime game in the American
Refreshing Cold Mi lk
iJirif.y prices.
Footb. ill League between the
Dnllas Texan.. , now Ka nsas City ,
Monday thru Thursday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
P FN Y f A D 'DflllNIV
and (lie Hou.sUin Oik'r.s. That H
Wr t N ¦l-iH-l
l
n
U
U
I ll
/ i Friday and Saturday, 11 a.m. to Midnight
went into a sixth period and
lasted 77 minutes and fit seconds
I' etc Uo/.c llc, the* NFL com- uiul there i.s overtime.
look f o r t h e g o l d e n a r c he *
hi 1-51. when the Baltimore nr 17:5-1 of overtime Well , if
missioner , did his very best
when he set the starling time Colts beat the New York Giants that happens in Chicago on :<
for noon CST. Although thi .s will in (he only sudden death game dark , dark d:iy, the NFL may
bring the game into California In NFL title history , they had be in n jam.
in mid-morning on radio and to play only eight minutes and
because Wrigley Field , home
.television it was the best (hut 15 seconds to get u decision on of the Chicago Cubs in the sumcould he dune.
Alan Aincche 's TI), It was dark mer and the licars in the winter ,
j
Unless there is a 1 • /aid Sun- when they finished under the never has .succumbed to night
j day when the New .oi k Giants lights but that g:ime started at Imsob-ill , il presents u problem LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 61 JUST 2 BLOCKS WEST OF JUNCTION
and the Chicago Bears meet for 2 inn,, F.ST, an hour Inter than al thi -s time of year.

When your family need* o partonal loan, obtain one large Bern, would say, it gets lntc clouds come rolling off Lake
enough to solve your money problem, not add to it. In one | early this time of year at Wrig- Michigan , they should be able
convenient transaction ".
. larger loan" from Minnesota Loan and | ley Field in Chicago , With no; to get the game in before dark.
Thrift can cover all your bills — reduce present payment , as [ light's to turn on in case of «urly |There in enough leeway with the
much as 50% or more and f ive you extra cash too, if necessary! > darkness on a cloudy day, a long early sta rt to take cure of alj
Gel the advantage of only one place to pay ~ ona payment a overtime game Sunday could re- most any emergency, including
month that will leave you more money from each pay check | sult in n nightmare for the Na- overtime.
for current expenses and possible emergtneias. See or call Min- 1
()[ course , there is overtime
tional Football League .
i
nosotfl Loan and Thrift today for further In formation,

MINNESOTA LOAN

left) : Mike Jeresek , Russ Fisk , Dan Pelowski, Bob Judge and
Dave Knopick . Front row. Bill Browne, John Nett Jr., Gene
Schultz , Don Leaf , Mike Lee, Rick Starzecki and Bob Allaire.
(Daily News Sports Photo)

WIN CRUCIAL DOUBLES MATCH

Basketball
Scores

ALL [ y our bills

.
V TAXES

/

RAMBLERS ARE READY . . . The Cotter Ramblers will
host their first annual holiday tournament starting tonight at
Memorial Hall , and these 12 cagers will give Cotter a good
shot at taking home its own title. They are , back row (from

McDonald's r^_i:

14

Cards. Cats
Grab Mabel
Tourney Wins

Hawks ' Bra ndt
Inju red in
Practice Play

Male Keglers Hit U of Chicago
' Reports on
Eight 600 Counts

Kennedy Group
At Aspen, Colo.

Stock Market
Continues
Its Ral ly

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (APl-Wlest
receipts Thurs. 81; year ago 102;
trading basis unchanged to ona
cent higher; prices % to lVi
higher; Cash spring wheat basis. No 1 dark northern 2.33 .42.34 .4 ; Spring wheat one cent
premium each lb over 58-61 lbs ;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb under 58 lbs; Protein
prems: 11-17 per cent 2.34 ._ 2.44V*.
No 1 hard Montana winter
2.19^-2.39^.
t
Minn-S. D. No 1 hard winter
2.19 ..-2.34 .. .
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 2.35-2.38 ; discounts , amber 5-7; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.12%.
Oats No 2 white €0-64; No 3
No 2 heavy whto
White 55-63;
63^-68; No 3 heavy white 88 .465%.
Barley , cars 59 , year ago 117;
bright color S4-1.24; straw color
94-1.24; stained 94-1.24; feed 8592.
Rye No 2 1.41'/_-1.45y..
Flax No 1 3.10.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.77.

ASPEN, Cole. (AP)—A large
contingent of the Kennedy family, led by U.S. Atty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy and his brother ,
Edward , Democratic senator
Winona High, the only one of
The
final
two
top
set
from
Massachusetts, are in Asspotlight
The
men
took
the
the four Winona basketball
pen, Colo., for a week's skiing.
teams to take a long layoff over Thursday nig ht as the regular emerged from action at Westgate's Bay State Men 's loop.
The group plans to. stay in As- NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
CHICAGO Wi — Thre« years
the Holidays , has resumed work- kegling season resumed after Fran
Hengel paved the way ago officials st the University pen until New Year 's Day.
market e x t e n d e d its postouts at the Winona High gym- the short Christmas holiday. with 619 for Bouncers,
and Dick
Christmas rally into a second
MABEL, Minn. — Harmony nasium.
Eight 600 counts -were fired , in- Percy blitzed 613, Dave Kinow- of Chicago threv away the rule
session early this afternoon .
ht
keep
an
Winhawk
fans
mig
and host Mabel emerged from
dicating that maybe Santa did ski had high single with 244 for book on admission policies for
A n u m b e r of key issues
of the La shake a little star dust on those Boss 's, but Boxers took group big-time schools and
began
Thursday night action with the eye on the scores
goup a point or nearly a
picked
Crosse schools, for when John
honors with 993-2.905. Old Doc's ing after youngsters from the
right to battle for the title in Kenney 's crew goes back into bowling halls after all.
point , although generally the
The high in the city came won first-half activities .
price level was below the mornthe Mabel Holiday Tournament. hardcourt action Jan. 3, La from the Eag les circuit at HalHAL-ROD: Powder Puff — hinterlands.
ing's best . The trading pace
be
the
first
The university, a highly selecHarmony rolled past Houston Crosse Central will
Rod Lanes where Dick Jaszew- Helen Nelson clicked for 552 for
speedier than Thursday
was
87-58. while Rose Creek fell be- opponent. On Jan. 7, the Win- ski soared to 242-633 for Grain- Wirion a Insurance, while Helen tive school with a student body
when
volume fell to a fourto
the
Wisbelt Beer. Dick Seeling follow Grulkowski was leading Steak of large city complexion , emTonight's hawks will return
fore Mabel 51-45.
month
low.
consin city for a battle with
,
Wa- Shop to 935 with her 204. Wat- barked on its now successful
Market analysts hegan talkgames will have Houston fac- Logan High School . Thursday ed with 234-613 while Joe
chowiak laced 245 for Ke-wp.e kins Products, winners of firstBERLIN Of) — Many West ing about a belated yearend raling Rose Creek in the consola- night. Central's Red Raiders Eagles Club tagged 1.006. ' and half activities , clipped a 2,622. small school talent search — a
Berliners
crossing through the ly in the final sessions of the
while
HarAquinas
program
aimed
at recruiting
tion battle at 7 p.m ..
thumped the La Crosse
Winona
Insurance AgencyWESTG ATE: Keglerette Communist
wall for the first year.
spanked 2.832 for team laurels. Esther Kelm socked 539 for outstanding students from small time in 28 months are spending
mony and Mabel will take the Blugolds 73-43.
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The injury bug
Four of the honor counts came Sam 's D.S.. and Palma Stanisfloo r at 8:45 p.m. for the champart of their precious visits de- At noon , The Associated
Winona High ranks Thursday from the Classic League at lawski laced 215-525 for Law- states.
tilt .
pionship
corating graves in East Berlin. Press average of 60 stocks was
-with indus'¦ HAR.MOVV .fi 7
during practice as 6-4 junior Westgate Bowl. Bernie Zenier renz Furniture. Sammy 's Pizza
One of the students enrolled
"It 's the first chance they 've ahead 1.3 at 285.4
¦
cent er John Brandt aggravated and Ray Pozanc shared top hon- took team plaudits wit h 922- at the start of the program was
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IHC, John Deere , Farmhand. We also have chains
to repair spreader aprons.
All at discount prices.

Feiten Imp..',Co ,

113 Washington

Winon a

Hay, Grain, Feed

HN6EL

50

-

GOOD DRY ear cornT lO.. bu., 100-day
variety. Daniel Stellpflug, Trempealeau,
.
Wis. Tel. -34- .413 ,

ci-m

Articles for Sale
WcCULLOUGH chain
Tel . 754a,

57
saw, almost

new.

BARGAINS—corns on In, take a look !
TV sets, used, 135. Real good, too.
FRAN K LIL LA V SONS, 7-1 E. Bth. _

BROODER HOUSE, 8x14; Super-Flame
oil burner. R . E. Ormsby, 3 miles
¦
W. ot Hart.
__
~
SAND. Treated sand and de-icer. All 3
available for Immediate delivery al
ROBB BROS. STORE, 574 E. 4th. Tel.
4007;
.
F» RE-INVENTORY SALE on all appliances. Buy now end save. B fc B
ELECTR IC, 155 E. 3rd.

Friday, Dec. II, 1?«)
County of Winona ' ) . In Probate Court
State ol Minnesota ) as.
No. 15,694
In Re Estate ef
Otto H. Breitlow, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
ef Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon
Helene M. Breitlow having filed a petition for the probata of the Will of said
decedent end tor the appointment ot The
Merchants National Bank of Winona ai
Executor, which Will Is on file In this
Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof b» h»d on January t, 1964, at
11:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tha probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
obiectlons to the allowance of said Will,
If any, be filed before said time of
hearing; that tha time within which
creditors of said decedent may file their P«rional«
27
7 Help Wanted—Male
claims be limited to four months from
the date hereof, and that the clelms so DESPISE altering clothes? Expert work SCHOOTHBOY, 14 or over, with farm
BETSiNGER,
experience, to help en tarm weekendi.
done
by
WARREN
fifed be heard an April 17, 1964, at 10:30
Write E-38 Dally News.
Tailor, 66V _ W. 3rd, stop Ih today.
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
~
probate court room In tho court house
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKE RT^
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
Alan or Woman, your drinking creates
hereof be given by publication of this
numerous problems. If you need and
order in the Winona Dally News and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymby mailed notice as provided by law.
ous, Plone«r Group, Box 652, Winona, AND DELIVERY. 60 atopa-per day. 1100
Dated December 11, lv63.
week white training. Married to age 39,
/Winn.
E. D. LIBERA,
SH-day week. Write E-39 Daily News.
Probate Judge.
LOSE WEIGHT safely wllh Dex-A-Dlet
(Probata Court Seal!
tablets. Full week 's supply only 9Bc Situations Wanted—Fem. 29
Harold J. Libera ,
Ford Hopkln..
"
Attorney for Petitioner.
WILL DO IRON.NO In my home. TeT,
OUGHTER GUTTE.T-5 Ih., 56 gaugs
7021.
.
_ _.
prime
coated.
"K"
sutler,
Machine
(First Pub. Friday, Dec. 20, 1963)
made on |ob — any length.
Business
Opportunities
37
STAT E OF MINNESOTA
. Julius Pellowskl Tel. Lewiston 28-6
COUNTY OF WINONA
CONTINUAL HOUSE: GUTTER CO.
GROCERY STORE In small town In
DISTRICT COURT
Stockton, Minn.
Southern Minnesota. Excellent building
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
with modern apt., nice clean stock,
WE WISH YOU e Merry Christmas end
SUMMONS
same owner over 10 years. Must sell
a Happy New Year. CURLEY'S CERbecause of Illness. Will take modern
CO., 420 W. Bth . Wllllsm
AMIC
TILE
Imma B. Strelch,
house In trade. Write E-36 Dally News.
" Slevers.
"Curley
Plaintiff,
FOR LEA.SE-2 stall service
station
-vs.TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
downtown Winona. Excellent opportunLyman Curtis, Fred Von VolkertSACRO-ILIAC SUPPORTS
ity for mechanic. For details writ*
burgh, Peter Struble, Luella S. RockE-29 Daily News .
well, James I— Moore, and Frank A.
^
Johnston, also all the unknown heirs
274 E . 3rd
Tel . 2547
Money
to Loan
40
of the above named persons deceasand
all
other
persons
unknown
Transportation
8
ed,
claiming any right, title, Interest,
RIDER WANTED to share expenses,
estate, or Hen In the real estate dedestination Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
aeribed ln the Complaint herein,
Defendants.
leave Jan . 1 or 5. Tet. 5912.
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA TO THE
Tel, 5J<0
Service, Repairing 10 175 Lafayette St.
Auto
DEFENDANTS:
ABOVE NAMED
(Ne<t to Telephone Office)
~
You, and each of you, are hereby
Ye_
r
be
a
blue
DON'T
LET
the
New
required fo answer the Complaint of
year! Havj your csr 'i service work
the plaintiff, which It on file in tha ofdone by the expert mechanics at
fice of the Clerk of the above named
GOODVIEW TEXACO, 16J0 Service Dr .
Court, and which as to all defendants
PLAIN
NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURB
personally served Is herewith served upE-usinesi
Services
14
170 E . 3rd St .
Tel. 2915
on you, end to serve a copy of your
_
Hrs
9
a.m
to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. to noon
.
.
answer to said Complaint upon the sub- MEN WITH A MISSION describes the
ecriber, at his office, in the City of
e. -perts at WINONA RUG CLE/. NING Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42
Wlnone. County ol Winona, and State ol
SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. If you are In a
Minnesota, within twenty (20) days after
hollda.e about spills and spot. Tel. 3722. ADORABLE Dachshund puppies, purethe service of thlt summons upon you,
bred, 7 week s old; I male, A females.
exclusive of the date ot service , and Dressmafcing, Sewing
16
Brown, black, buff. Tel. 3352 after 5:30.
If you fall to so answer said Complaint
~ ~Y,
and
of the plaintiff, the plaintiff will apply BULK ZIPPERS, 10c and up. S.
Horses,
Cattle , Stock
43
7" sl.e 10c; lengths to 54" slightly
to the Court for the relief demanded
_
higher. C I N D E R E L L A SHOPPE, 214
therein.
PUREBRED DUROC BOAR-15 months
Mankato.
Dated at Winona , Minnesota,
old. Glen F. Hcndrlckson, Rt . 3, Inthis 17th d a y of December, 1963.
dependence, Wis.
Plumbing,
Roofing
21
SAWYE-R, SAWYER J. DARBY
~
~
By
Is!
R . H, Darby
HOLSTEI H BULLS and Filler calves,
KEN-WAY «fectrlc SEWE R CLEANING
week old, Tri-State bred. Edward G.
J E R R Y ' S PLUMBING
Bautch, Independence, Wis. Tal. 25F2.
Atforneyi for Plaintiff
(27 E. 4th
Tel. 9394
"'
207-211 Exchange Bldg.
'
PIGS—367^40 to 50 lbs. Dell wick7" Rt.
Winona, Minnesota
1. Alma, Wis .
Notice of Lis Pendens
For clogged sewers and drains
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS—11, large type, to
(Some parties as In Summons Imme1 year guarantee
Tel . 9509 or 6436
freshen Jan., Feb. Nell Bremer, Indiately preceding this Nolice)
(Waumandee.) Tel.
dependence , Wis.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an
Arcadia J7F4.
been
commenced
and
l
i
now
action has
pending In said Court by tha above
FEEDER PIGS—100, wormed and casnamed plaintiff against the above named
trated
Roman
Walch, Rollingstone,
defendants; lhat the ob|ect of said action
Minn. Tel. Allure 7522 .
Is to determine the adverse claims of the
Special truck, Sanitnry & Odorless
RUSHFORD Small Pig Market. Sale Sat.,
defendants to the real estate hereinafter
Dec. 2B, 7 a.m. to 10 a.m. Sales held
G. S . WOXLAND CO ,
and in the
Complaint described , and
every other Sat. For further Information
Rushford, Minn.
Tet. 8M-9243
to have It
adlusted and decreed by
call Holger Feed Mill, Rushford, Minn.
•aid Court t h a t the plaintiff Is the owner WE HOPE YOU had a Merry Christmas
~
"
In lee ol said real estate, and that the
and will en|oy a Happy New Year . PUREDRE D P0LAND CHINA BOARS—
defendants , and each of them, have no
Roger Boynlon, Lewhfon, Mfnn. Tel.
Make your New Year 's Resolution to
right , title, estate Interest, or lien In,
W;.
stop in and Inquire about any plumbing
to, or upon said real estate , nnd to
"
or heating supplies. We made It our
PUREBRED DUROC BOARS and gilts
have the tit le In fee simple to sold real
resolution to glv» our customers expert
Also, Lartdrace boars and gltts. Clifford
estate qulnted in the plaintllt .
service .
Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Mound )
The real estate affected by said action
li situated In the County of Winona and
State of Minnesota , and li described ai
PLUMBING 8. H E A T I N G
follows , to-wit:
im F Irrt
T»l -17ft .
That pnrt ot the Northeast Quarter
of Iho Southeast Quarter ( N E H of WE C A R R V • complite line of plumbing materials for the man who wants
S _ ' .il end of tha Southeast Quarter
I or 100.
ot the Northeast Quarter ISE' . of
NE' <) of Section Twenty (20), Township One Hundred Seven (1071 North
PLUMBING f. HEATING
ot Range Seven (7) West ol Ihe Fifth
1.1 E. 3rd St.
Tel- 5737
Principal Meridian described as folAnimal Health Center
low. ;
26 Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
Commencing at the Southeast cor- Help Wanted—Female
44
ner of the Northeast Quarter of the BABYSITTER-""-forT children, J days a
Southeast Quarter (NE'-i ot SE' 4) of
PULLETS- 135, slart lno to " lay. Clifford
w.ek,
8
to
I.
Wesr
location.
T«l
.
32J7
laid Section Twenty ' 120), Township
Pink, Fountain City, Wis. Tel . 8-MU-7afler 5:30.
One Hundred Seven (107)
North,
3757 ,
Rannn S«vrn (7) West nf the Filth PART-TIME W A I T R E S S nnd kitchen help
DEKALB .0 week old pulletsT fully vacwanted , inquire Hillside Fish House.
Prindnal
Meridian;
thence
North
clnaled, light controlled, raised on slat
nlonn Ihe East line of said Socllon FULL-TIME office girl, hours 10-15 , 1-5 '
.
floors, Available year around . SPELTZ
Twenty ( 201 , One Hundred Five (105 )
5 days n w .«'k. I. Imllecl typing. Tel .
CHICK
H A T C H E R Y , Rollingstone,
fuel; (hence nl a deflection nnale lo
L» Crosse 3-7766, or La Crescen t B9J
Minn. Tel 2.I49 .
tho left
ol W Ay and alono tho
44B0 collect, ask for AI rid.
North line ot Kraemer Drive a ells
Wanted—Livestock
46
tance of 895 it . feet to a point, said GIRL OR WOMAN exncrlvnrrd In secre~
tarial work. Must know shorthand, typpoint hoi nn the Southwest corner of
l fEWISTON SALES BARN
ing
and
be
able
to
operate
dictaphone,
o(
Ullkt 's Subdivision lo the Cit y
A real good nucllon market lor your
adding and calculating machines. VarWinona; thence al a deflection angle
livestock . Dairy callle on hand all
ied work. W. F. White. Tel. 8-330 for
to the rich, of B9" 4V and along the
Week, hogs bouo't f every d a y . Trucks
Interview.
WnM line of Hllke' s Subdivision to
available , Sale Times ., 1 p m. Tel , J667 .
tho City
of Winona a distance ol W A I T R E S S WANTED -day work. Apply
VUl 33 le_ t lo the point nl herjlnnlng
Frank Cunnlnflham, Steak Shop or Tel.
MARK TRAIL
of the pnrcel lo be described; thence
3150.
continuing along the last described
"
line a distance of 1*1 so feet to the Help Wanted—Male
27
center of Filth Street; thence at a
deflection nnale to the led ol .3* LARGE NATIONAL concern, due lo expansion in Ihls area, has openlna for
41' and alnnn the cenl-rllne ol Filth
two lull-time and I part-time represenStre p) a distance of 154 4 feet; thence
plus commission,
Guarantee
tatives.
nl a deflection nnale to the 1. (1 ot
f actory representative will he In this
90' a rtWtanca of 125 fert; thence at
At
ii
30lh
and
31
.1
Tel. La Crosse
a deflortinn annlr tn the rloht of SV
? 77»_, or Ln Crescont H9( 4480 collect,
Ay a dl- .lance nf 50 (eel; thence al
_ rtafler l ion anole to Ihe rlflhf ol 51"
ask tor Al Eld.
45' a distance ol VII (eat; th«nc.n al K X P E R I F N C r O married man wnnteil tn
a rii'ttrrt lnn angle In Ihe led ol M"
opi.ale b. . f (arm Hnuse nnd electriSO' a d i s t a n c e nl ?65 0 feet tn the
city lurrmhral W l r k c t l I ivrstof k Co . .
poinl n' heglnnlnn, exrepllntj ease
days)
Iri . MI6 Jr' l
Harmony. Minn .
menls of record ronlnlnlno 1 14 acres
BB6 -7/9I «vunlnns.
more or tess.
L A R G E NATIONAI concern has two es
Dflled nt Whinnn. Minnesota,
talills hrct routes npnn In Winona Area
this If lli rlnv nl December, 19-1
tor man rd man, 11 lo «n. W i l l i rar
S AW Y . R , S A W Y E R A DAR HY
I)
I'M wool. |y to sl,\r I fin ;nli: -. '• ¦ix'rl
. II . llarhy
Rv
s
rrK C nr'( 'iv.firy as w e hnln y"> ' I or
peisnnnl Interview v' Mi wiMmiiv on
A t t o r n e y s fo r Plaintiff
Winona Motel, l i l c l . i y , Dec. 2711), /.JO
.0' I I I Enr.hnnge lllrtg.
to 9 p.m.
Winona, Minnesota
(First Pub.

¦• •WeU U; THAT DDES IT... 363' MO(?g
PAYS TO CMieiSTMAS /"

ROUTE
SALES-SERVICE

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

LOANS EKel

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL_ SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

Frank O'Laughlin

Dr. Naybr 's

TEAT DILATORS
Reg. $1

SANITARY

Now 79c
TED MAIER DRUGS

ICE SKATES—new 8. used. Trade your
old pair In. Skates sharpened. KOLTER
BICYCLE SHOP, 402 Mankato, Tel. 5665.
WE HAVE something very fine for vinyl
and other floors called Seal Gloss
acyrlic finish. PAINT DEPOT.
CASH REGISTERS^elecTric or manually operated, ring up to $99. Write
P. 0. Box 504, Winona, Minn.
SNOW PLOWS—Meyers and Allis Chalmers, straight or V-body. Will fit every
make front end manure loader. Will
also fit Jeep or other 5 or 4 wheel
drive Trucks. F. A. Krause Implement
Co. "Breezy Acres. "

OK USED FTJRNITUBE STORE

7

573 E. 3rd St.
We Buy — We Sell
Furniture — Antiques — Toola
and other used Items

"It's the old story — says his wallet's in
his pants at home ."
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64 Wanted to Buy

~ "
"
r^_ Ofr^7ARPEf77foam be ck, 12' wide]
Good color assortment, 13.99 s aq. yd.
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd.
~'
USED FURNITURE—3 pc7~waTnu» Tedroom suite, t4j; walnut chest and bed,
S30.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302 Mankato Ave . Open evenings.

eVAlNUT OR BLONDE cocktail tables,
$5.95 ; J table groupings. Including .
step and matching cocktail
tables,
$19.93. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
302 Mankato. Open evenings.

Good Things to Eat

65

~
"r
BUR BANK RUSSEts and kenn.bec potatoes—SI .95 per 100 up. (Cooking &
eating applet.) Winona Potato Market,
118 Market.

PILE is soft and lofty . . . colors retain
brilliance in carpets cleaned with Blue
Lustre . Rent electric shampooer, $1.
H, Choate & Co.
..

Radios, Television

71

N eedles and Service
All Makes of Record Players

Hardt's Music Store

118 E.

3rd

Winona

Finest Electronic Repair on All Makes
ADMIRAL & MUNTZ DEALER

Don Ehmann TV Service
980 W. ith

Tel. 6X3

USED TELEVISION

THESE SETS are ln good condition and
all have a 90-day exchange privilege.
Call WINONA F I R E & POWER CO.,
54 E, 2nd. Tel . 5065. (Across from the
new parking lot.)

72

Ed's¦¦ Refrigeration & Supply
Commercial
535 E 4th

and Domestic
Tel . 5532

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
FREEZER BARGAIN
SUBSCRIPTIONS
HOTPOINT 10 CU. FT.
May Be Paid At
UPRIGHT
TED MAIER DRUGS
EXPERT
TELEVISION , RADIO
and appliance repair service. Save on picture tube
replacement.

[WA RDS !
WHAT DO YOU NEED?? Used commerclal fountain equipment for sale. Complete setup or dishes, mixers, utensils,
appliances, you nam* Itl Write P.O.
Box 204, Winona,

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

63

DRY BIRCH WOOD fireplace logs, EAST
END COAL & FUEL OIL CO., 901 E.
Bth .
DID YOU KNOW that a B.T.U. Is tha
measurement of the amount of heal
It takes to rAlse 1 pound of water
1 degree? Each pound of Commander
Coal contains 14,500 B.T.U.s . There Is
no other coal quite like It—try a load
today. EAST END COAL & F U E L OIL
CO ., 901 E. Bth. "When you get more
heat at lower cost!"
~
'
OAK WOO D
Good oak slabs sawed In stove lengths.
Suitable for range and furnace. Price
reasonable. Haul It yourself of we will
deliver.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Tel. 534-4311
Trempealeau, Wis.

Let Us Keep
You Warm!!

FILL UP NOW !
i? Commander Coal
Four sizes of America 's
finest household coal.
Large Lump, 6x3 __gg,
3x2 Range , 1" Stoker.

ft Petroleum Coke
No smoke — No ash!

ft Mobilheot Fuel Oil
Cleans as it burns.
Berwlnd Briquets , Winter
King lump and egg, Petroleum Bri quet^, Eastern Ky.
Pocahontas
egg,
lump ,
Ruby-Glo Stoker , Zcigler
and Orient Stoker. Dry Onk
Block Wood.

East End Coa l &
Fuel Oil Co.
901 E. 8!h St.

Tel. 4210

"Where ;/ou pel more heat
at lower cost. "

74

Stoves . Furnaces, Parts

75

GAS OR OIL heaters, ranges, water
heaters, complete) Installations. Service.
parts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
E. 5th . Tel. .47. . Adolph Mlchalowskl.

COLD
WEATHER
IS HERE!
Solve your heating problems
with a MONOGRAM oil
burner space heater. MonoGRAM does the job cheaper ,
cleaner and better. Available in sizes from one room
to nine roms. With or without thermostat.

~~
ROOMS FOR MEN, with or
kitchen privileges . Tel. 4859.

without

Phone 4210

Typewriters

77

~
TYPEWRITERS ond adding machine*
for snle or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. Sea us lor all your of fice supplies, desks, files or offlco
chairs. Lund Typowrltor Co, Tel. 5222.
~
"
WIN0NA T Y P E W R I T E R '7i the place to
go when you ' re looking for a typewriter
or adding machine. New or used, we
guarantee all our machines tor one full
year, WINONA TY P E W R I T E R S E R V ICE, 161 E. 3rd

Washing, Ironing Much.

90

THIRD E. 642—Upper * room s and bail ,
private entrance and heated . Adults
only.

MS3

79

"^
"
"
APPLIANCE i. ~fv SERVICE
1051 w
Broadway
Tel. a 17»/ ( K a r l ' s Rental Service)
"
MAYTAG AND F R IGIDAIRE --Fast7 rxpert serv ice . Complole slock and parts.
H Choate A Co
lei , ?fl?1

GENE'S

81

WM. M ILLER SCRAP IRON «. METAL
CO
cinys hlohest prlc.s
lor j crap
Iron, rnotals , hides, wool and raw fur
222 W. 2nd
Tel, 20.7
Closed Saturdays

Christmas time hrings memories of an auld Scottish custom of the "First Footer."
The first to enter a house
brings luck to the house
and a gift for the chief of
the clan. Whereupon the
chief brings out a few wee
doch and dorris and soon it
is time for "Auld Lang
Syne" on the bagpipes. The
rest of the Christmas day is
spent
visiting neighbors,
eating haggis and oat meal
cakes and maybe a wee bit
of Scotch now and again.
At Christmas and all thru
the New Year may you enjoy true happiness in the
fullest measure
' '

.

iBOB

. ,.
IIAEA
Tel . 2349
- OV**
O A- »120 Center St.
I

-

C ENT RAL LOC AYION—fnodiriT ;J-rdom
apt. Heat and water. Adults. Tel. 3736
after 5 p.m.
THIRD
E. 229—4-roorrt modern apt.,
newly decorated; 2-room apt., heat
(urnished ,- 5-room apt. Inquire 527 E.
4th.
NEWLY REWlODELED-l-bedroom apt.,
large carpeted living room, 3 storage
and clothes closets. Tom Ralne, Tel.
8-2069.
.
TWO NEW APTS. —upper and lower, 16}
and $75. 759 E. 6th. Tel. 4107 .
SIXTH , E. 478—downstairs apt., living
room, bedroom, kitchenette, bath . Heat
and water furnished, Tel. 3066 or 6960,
"
EAST CENTRAL7" 5th StT~lrnmedlatpossession. 5 room apt., partially furnished, hot and cold water; 2 room
apt.,
partially
furnished.
Reasonble
rent to reliable party. C. SHANK , 552
E. 3rd ,

Apartments, Furnished

91

"
CENTRALLY LO CAT ED—All modern l7t
floor furnished apt., 3 large rooms and
bath. Immediate possession . Tel. 7776.

Wanted—Real Estate

ACROSS FROM WSC-1, 2 or 3 men
to share furnished apt., 204 W. 8th.
Tel. 435».

Houses for Rent

95

OTIS ST . — all modern 3-room house,
automatic oil furnace, hot water healer,
full basement and garage. Available
Jan. 15. Inquire at 151 E, 8th St.
FOURTH E. 862—^or sal* or rent, Jbedroom house. Tel. 5751 or 2290.
~
CENTRALLY LOCATED
I room house.
6 room apt.
Tal. S-2133
Walter Neumann,

Wanted to Rent

96

ATTRACTIVE 2- or 3-room furnished or
partially furnished apt . wanted. Tel.
6701 .
.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

FARM BUILDINGS^ . to wTacres. Haft
hour to Winona. Consider city or village property. Cliff Scharlau, Arcadia,
'
Wis.
f75-ACR ET FARM-\_ tillable,' good buildings; partly modern house. Paul Tewei,
iV, miles S.E , ot Caledonia, Minn.

Houses for Sale

99

E. GOO D WEST Mark Street location.
Dip corner lot . 3-bedroom, 2-story home.
24x24' new garage. Oil hoat. Close to
grocery store, laundromat. In. Lincoln
School district. 1 block to bus. Low
price of 18,100. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tet. 4242 or
after hours; E. R. Clay B-2737, Bill
Zlebell 4854 , E. A. Abts 31B4.
EAST LOCATION—Near Third St. Here's
n nice cozy 5-room house, all on one
floor. Gas furnace; new electric wiring,
also 220'. Price S5.000.

W. STAHR

374 W. Mark _

.

Tel. ,925

102

WANTED
TO
BUY-centrai
location,
duplex or house with rental possibilities, low down payment balance on
Contract for Deed , Tel. 8-1685.
" Will "
PAY HIG .ESTTA SH PRICES
FOR
YOUR CITY PROPERTY

"HANK JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real
Tel. 4388 end 7093

Estate Buyer)
P.O. Box 345

TO SELL Your home, farm, business or
other real estate, call

W. STAHR

374 W . Ma rk

Comfortable

Two floor home In convenient west locrt llon . Three bedrooms, carpeted living and dining rooms. Large screened
porch. Recently painted Inside and
out.

Income Possibilities

We h a*'e ll.twl 2 . and 3 npnrlment
properties, also well located building
now rontalnlng washarotla on 1st floo r
and 1 apartments on second . L.f tis
show Ihom to you at your convenience.
R K S I D E N C F PHONES:
E. J , Harlert , . . 3973
Mary Lauer . , . 4513
Jerry nerfho . . , 8 2377
Philip A. Boumann . . , 9540

601 Main St .

By Ed Dodd

Tel. 2849

1964 BUICK
LeSabra
4-door, fully equipped , beautiful blue with blue trim.
Only 1,519 miles.

SAVE! SAVE!

MILLER
CHEVROLET CO.
CHEVROLET & BUICK
Rushford , Mian. Tel. UN-«-771t
Open Mon. & Fri . rights.

1958 FORD
Country Sedan
4-door , radio, heafr
, automatic transmission, V-8 motor,
Ver
white sidewall tires,
tu-tone finish , power
steering,
power
brakes. Extra clean!
Only

$695

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

1963 CHEVROLET
Bel-Ai r
4-door , 6-cylinder , standard
transmission, radio , white
with turquoise interior. 2,356
miles. It's like new.

SAVE! SAVE!

MILLER
CHEVROLET CO. :
. CHEVROLET & BUICK
Rushford , Minn. TeL L'N-4-7711
Open Mon. & Fri. nights.

25
CHOICE
USED CARS

MUD & SNOW
Kraft Recaps .

$9.25

FULLY RECONDITIONED
AND WINTERIZED ;

600-13

Plus tax & recappable tire

KALMES TIRE

Winona 's Used Tire Center
108-116 W . 2nd St.

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

WINTERTIME , repair time;
boat time. Do It now!
BOATS Tel. 8-3866.

springtime,
WARRIOR

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

^
SOME . LIKE windshields, others don 't,
Everyone likes
the new BSA and
Triumphs. ROBB BROS. Motorcycle
Shop, 576 E. 4th.

26" BICYCLES

Girls' and Boys '
Priced from JJ4.95
Also a few Television sets leftpriced at only
$119.95

FIRESTONE

JO. Wast 3rd

TeL 6060

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

~
ClTsfOAA TRUCK
BODTES
b-Mt
bV
BERG'S.
Expert work.
Reasonable
rates. BERG'S, 3950 W, 4th, Goodview,

UseJ_ Cars

109

VOLKSWAGEN^f957, Sunroof, snowtlres".
S425. Tel. ft-1872.

Looking for a
Family Car?
1960 DODGE
Station Wagon

Tu-tone sandston e and white finish
with beautiful red and black Interior.
9-pa5senger
wagon, radio,
heater,
power steering, power brakes, white
sldewall llres. The big V-8 motor with
an automatic transmissio n. Like new
In every respect.

$1695

Station Wagon

Bel Air 9-passenoer , VH motor, automatic transmission, power steering,
white sldewall t Ires, seat belts, air
conditioning, radio, heater, luggage
rack, sandstone body with mat'chlno
Interior . Local ono-ovmer with low
mileage. Just like new,

S2295

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mondeiy -Friday Nites

Wel l Built

brick home near Jefferson School.
One bedroom downstairs,
two upliving roam.
stairs ,
fireplace In
Excellent stornrjc space. Fenced backyard

^^

Tel. 6925

1962 CHEVROLET
Tomorrow 's House

-door , V-8 motor
automatic tMiismis
V.
sion , tu-tone fini.sli
Specially p r i c e d
at -

$595

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tol . f. 271 1
Open Friday Evenings

STATION WAGONS
Mercury wngon
$1495
Chov. 2-door wagon $595
Chov . 4-door wagon $6!)5
Ford Wagon , 9 pas. $795
Plymouth wagon
$fi95
Ford .-door wngon $'.W5

_» We Advertise Our

Mr ices

BUY NOW & SAVE

WA LZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC
Open Friday Nites

YOU DON'T
HAVE TO BUY
But if you are smart , you 'll
inspect our selection of fine
used cars before buying
anywhere. Come in and see
for yourself.
1959 RAMBLER 4-door Classic, good clean car .
1953 OLDSMOBILE 88 4door. Very reasonable.

WINONA
AUTO SALES
RAMBLER - DODGE

3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
Open Monday & Friday Nights
Wanted—Automobiles
JUNK
CARS
8-1780.

and

trucks

110

wanted.

Tei,

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
"
PRICES SLASHED on all ijsed rnoblil
homes. Save SICO' s now. Red Top Mobile Homo Sales.
" "

~~_

Auction Sales

~
~
ALVIN KOHNER
A U C T I O N E E R , Ctt y and ilatt licensed
and bonded, 25? Liberty St (Corn»r
E. 5th and Liberty), Tel. 4980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales
F v f e tt I Knhn.r
158 Walnut, T. I .3 , 'ln , nt U'r hour* 7814

DEC. 2B Snt. 1 p m E . 5id« ol Oisro,
'.''¦ Eel Matchey, own,
Wl». on H WY
auctioneers)
er;
/eck
A. Humeri,
Norlhorn Inv. Co . cirri- .

1958 FORD

'fiO
'57
'57
'57
'58
'56

109

~ "
"
" "
iTdoorT 4-cylinder,
I95 S !
PTY MO U TH
automatic transmission, reasonable , li*
quire 960 E . Broadway after 1 p.m.
_
~
"
FbRt- -i"960 Statlon WaaorT, automatic
transmission, good tlras, excellent eoiv
dition. 1850. 173 Washington .

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

PI EASANT APT., close *o downtown,
drapes, carpeting, stove and refrigerator furnished. Not suitable for children.
Tel, 6-3011,

This brand new home hai unusual
calhcrirnl ccllnlgs, 3 bedrooms, ceramic tile bath . Built-in stove and
dhpo.-il In kitchen, OH hot watar
hea t, attached parao* . On large lot,
only a few minutes from town.

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

Wanted to Buy

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

SEVENTH E . 668—4 rooms and bath.
'
Tel, 6698,

STORM WINDOW PLASTICS and other
weather-proofing plastics. The largesl
•election In tow n at ROBB BROS,
STORE, 576 E. 4th.
~
FOR THE BEST'bEAL IN TOWN
on a SNOW BLOWER see
BAMBENEK'S, 9th and Mankato

217 East 3rd

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Tel . SM7

WE ST BROADWAY- - 3- or 4-bedroom
house, oil heat, redecorated. Available
Ja n, 1st. Tel . 37S9.

GAIL - ROSS
APPLIANCE
-

62

Sam Weisman & Son

SECOND E. 57^—5-room housa. TeTTsSM.

Ideal Family Size

Specials at the Store

Service Dept.
Tel. 3393
Business Equipment

$168.88

217 E. 3rd

81

WANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL,
COW HI DES, WOO L 4 RAW FURS.
HIGHEST
PRICES PAI D
M «. -N IRON AND METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
For you r Convenience
We Are Now Again Open On Sats.
~
~
~
~
'
"
HI CHEST PRICES PA.D
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hldtt,
raw furs and wooll

67 Apartments, Flats

Household Articles

Refrigerators

Tel. 8-3701

Tel

NODLAIG SOMA DUIT

ITCO STORE

•l/feltftf «AVE TO GIVE HIM CREDIT TOR OHZ TWNS ...MDU
COMPIET-IY fW8OT/l80-T >0Uf . TOOTHACHE WHILE Hg IWS fJ^E/

(first Pub. Friday, De«, 27, 19&3)
State of Minnesota ) >s.
) in Probate Court
County of Winona
No . 13,131
In Re Estate ol
Rose Anderson, also . -own ai
Rose H. Anderson, Decadent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed Its final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the personi
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 23, 1964, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication
of thl» order in the Winona Daily News
and by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated December 23, . 1963.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probate Clerk,
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater 4 Murphy,.
Attorney* for Petitioner.

NEAR SUGAR LOAF—In city limits. Duplex, 5 larj e rooms and bath In each
apt. Full basement and garage. Big Lot ,
114x215\ Price »13,500.

1TCO INFO

7

-

WATCH TH.S COLUMN for detaiii in
our New Year Celebration. Ray Meyer,
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOT EL.

99 Used Cars

REE-BEDROOM andlbedroomliomes
•j r sale or rent. Center ol town, on
bus line. Tel. 6059.
D. WESt~L6CATION."VbedroorrT hofne.
The present taxes are only 184 per
year. This home r>as a large living
room, 2 bedrooms and a beautiful
kitchen. This Is one of our finer buys
In low priced homes. ABTS AGENCY ,
INC., Realtors, M9 Walnut St. Tel.
424J, or affer hours: E R. Clay J-27- 7;
Bill Ziehen 4854; E. A. Abts 3184.
~
'"
FOUNTAIN CITY-large ll room -ijT idIng on N, Shore Drive. Suitable for
aptwarehouse or store. For sale or
rent . Also large modern mobile home,
sacrifice for quick tale. - C. SHANK,
Homemaker 'i Exchange, S52 E. 3rd.
IF YOU WANT to touy, tell or trade
be sura to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 55, E. 3rd,

"
CON VE YOR CHAIN S^to (It almost any
make of manure spreader. Large sanction on hand at saving s up to S30,
F. A. Krauit Impl. Co. "Breeiy Acres. "
~"
CLAY BARN EQUIPMENT
OAK RIOGE SALES ft SERVICB
Minne iska. T«l. . Alfur_ 7884

S=__

Lost and Found

House* for Sal*

48

-

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORI-17,

STRICTLY BUSINESS

40

~
"fHREE BLACK Angus calves, ISO Ihs"
or Holstein-Hereford
cross. Gerhard
Brltson, Rt, 5, Houston.
~ ~
HORSES WANTED—We cirT~pa Y more
than anyone else. We pick up. Walter
Marg, Black River Falls, Wis. Tel.
. -F-14.

«
^

DEC. 28 - Sat. 1 p m 6 rnlloj E . oi
Ollmnnton, vvk , Ardell Nelson, owner; I-rands Wi'rl.ln, auctioneer ) Northern tnc Co,, clerk,
DEC. IB---SM, 1 p m . Corner nt Wllllami
«. Lincoln S t , l ew iston , Minrt, Furnltun- auction, Jnlm Bernhardt EMMo ,
K'ohnr-r.
auctmneert
owner;
A'vin
Land 8. Aucllon Serv., CI01 k
"
DEC . 28 Sat., 12 nonn. 1*10 \\nm St ,
I a Crm :o, Wi< , . Hon .I'ltnirt Auction ,
nvvn'-r;
M r . . Arthur I neffl. r Eitale
Russell
Schroi 'Cle'
au< tlonoer;
Community Loan 8« i ii., clerk

HAV ING AN

AUCTION ?
The snle of the lifetime accumulation of unnds l-s a
serious inatliT You w n n t
your sales conducted in an
efflclcnt
manner
Thorp
S a l e s Company , through
their ninny .upr. sontntives .
Is ready at till limes to discuss with you (lie comp lete
Imndlini ' of vour sale

THORP SALES CO
:19 years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—-Falrli.no
Open Mon. unci Fri . Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

(Formerly Minn Sales Co,)
120 Miracle Mile Off. RUIg.
Rochester, Minn
Off l'liime AT _ 7.fi:.
I.I . S r i l O N K S ;
Merle Moehnke.. AT !i-:ffl!.
Clark Vo.s.sey
. AT 1) .1700

I

fry Roy Cr«n«

BUZZ SAV/YfR
:

DICK TRACY

...

'

i

By Chester Gould

1

By. Mort Walter

BEETLE BAILEY
,

-—_

•'

;———•• .—i

J

'

~"^

1

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

BLONDIE

By Chic Young

LI'L ABNER

STEVE CANYON

By Al Capp

By ivViltoh CannifT -
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By Dal Curtis
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. . . and It' s Partner . . .

with « Festive New Flavor
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The merriest fla vor ever invented wiH
gay, festive ri pp les of rod and green
that t a i t o j ust like peppermint candy.
Try it! Just smack your lip. and roach
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Ice Cream.1
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Anyone, can make Ice Cream but Marigold makes It Better

Favorite Stor.
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